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Ithaca, New York, April 14. 1972 
'If you want to IMIP otti. 
people you flaw• ,ot to make up 
· your mind to wrtte tftlnp tllat 
so111• man wlll colNleffln." 
Tllomaa M•rton 
POX AMERICANA 
the • air war local action 
"One friend of mine went to the 
village to get rice for his mother and 
father to eat ... He crossed the field to 
the hill and the airplanes saw him· and 
shot and killed him so that you couldn't 
even find his body. It was scattered all 
over the field." 
Lao Child 
Vietnam. Remember Vietnam'? 
Well, it's the springtime again and 
that old war just keeps on coming. This 
year, however, there are some new 
developments that may or may not be 
considered improvements. 
Begun last week, a ground offensive 
on three fronts by North Vietnamese 
Troops has overrun the provinces below 
the demilitarized zone and brought 
Nat ion al Liber.ttion Front forces to 
within 25 miles of Saigon earlier this 
.week. The Viet Cong's Chief Delegate to 
the Paris Peace talks explained that the 
overall purpose of these actions is to 
establish '!I coalition government in 
Saigon. Overcast skies have forced 
limitation .of United States air strikes 
, into North Vietnam, but heavy Air 
action was reported in the South. The 
South is operating without reserve 
strength as all troops have been 
committed to action. While United 
States ground forces are supposedly not 
involved in combat, as many as seven 
American Air Craft Carriers off the 
coast of Vietnam as well as air bases in 
Guam, lndoChina·and the Phillipines arc 
preparing the most massive air assault in 
the. history of mankind. Official U.S. 
sources said that the raids on North 
Vietnam ordered by President Nixon 
were aimed at nearly every imaginable 
target. The New York Times reported 
that "tens of thousands of South 
Vietnamese who lived in the conquered 
area are moving out because when the 
bombing starts in earnest it will 
probably be heavily destructive." 
In a confused parliamentary session 
on Tuesday, the United States Congress 
voted against declaring war in 
lndoChina at this time. One Senator 
through instant communications and 
the almost instant application of highly 
lethal firepower.·· 
General William Westmoreland 
That monster known as automated 
warfare comprised of aircraft, oversized 
air bases and aircraft carriers has 
become the main manifestation of 
American involvement in Southeast 
Asia. When Kennedy and Johnson chose 
to escalate, their preferred method was 
to dispatch further ground troops. When 
Nixon escalates he does it by further use 
of B-52's and aircraft carriers. By so 
doing, he is able to replace American 
personnel with machines so as to 
decrease expenses, reduce dissension at 
home, increase combat efficiency, and 
remove the war from the eye of the 
public or of the media and so make it 
secret and unsusceptible to· 
congressional or public pressure. 
The air war destroys everything 
below it: homes, schools, and of course 
any people caught out in the open. The 
only strictly military targets noticeable 
from the air are roads and bridges and a 
few factories in North Vietnam that 
were destroyed by 1965. The Air Force 
and the Navy have introduced 
thousands of· aircraft into the 
lndoChinese skies with orders not to 
return to their b~scs without dropping 
their bombs. As a result, pilots 
systematically destroy the; civilian and· 
social structures miles below their 
bombsights. 
"H oneywells production of 
fragmentation weapons has greatly 
increased since Nixon took office and 
began "winding down" the war. In 
1968 the Army bought 41,987,278 
fragmentation weapons. In 1970, it 
bought 101,001,700-more than twice 
as many. As measured by corporate 
production of killing machinery, the 
war is winding up, not down." 
Honeywell Project, "Honeywell: 
__ C:..XJ?.lained -~~at_jt wa~l!.i!. tQ. expect_ 
Senators to vote either yea or nay on 
the issue. 
Controller of Power, Masters 
of WAR," 1971_ 
The Automated Air War is dependent 
upon weapons manufacturing and 
research in this country and therefore 
the war business is a very profitable one. 
Congress was not informed until 
November 1970 of the military 
expenditures necessary for tht: 
automatic battlefield. Those expenses 
began with the creation of the Defense 
Communications Planning Group in 
1966 and totalled at least S3 .25 billion 
That same day, the Pentagon 
announced that they were not going to 
release any mote information 
concerning their activities in the air war 
they are currently waging. 
"I see battlefields or combat areas 
that are under 24 hour ... surveillance 
of all types. I see battle fields on which 
we can destroy anything we locate, 
continued on 20 
"American dollars cannot buy the 
Vietnamese people. and American 
bombs cannot scare the Vietnamese 
people." 
These are the words of Nguyen Thi 
Banh, a Vietnamese student. describing 
her feelings about the war in Asia. She 
spoke at a Teach-In on the Vietnam 
War. held Tuesday night at Ithaca 
College, af which the principal speaker 
was Gary Porter, recently ro.:turned from 
Vietnam. The main topic of discussion 
was making the people of Vietnamese 
Revolution less of a faceless ahstrJction 
to the American people. 
"The most important thing," 
e xplaincd Proter. "is to he able to 
identify with the repressed and 
exploited poor peasant in Vietnam." 
The peasants whom he termed the 
"backbone and the motor of the 
Vietnam Revolution" arc seeking two 
things: liberation from foreign 
domination, and from rich landlords. He 
traced I he history of the Vietnam 
Revolution in terms of these peasants: 
emphasizing that it was the great 
pressure of their subjugation that led 
them to struggle for the overthrow of 
the elitist Saigon government. 
· The Vietnam Revolution was 
presented at the Teach-In as a class 
struggle in which the landlords who arc 
su pportcd by I he Unit cd S !ates 
, government have already lost power, 
financially, politically, and socially. The 
Revolution and the National Liberation 
Front arc not synonomous with 
Communism in Vietnam: but 
Communism was the only ideology that 
appe~d to the rural poor who have 
been f' oppressed for- so long. It was 
brought ·'gut that land reform is one of 
the chief ·aims of the Revolution, and 
Communism provided the best means 
for the people to ob_tain that reform. 
Until 1968 the United Stales 
government opposed land reform in 
Vietnam siding with the wealthy 
landowners. Porter related that, al that 
time the U.S. was engaged in a "drain 
the rural sea" campaign to force the 
NLF out of the countryside. S nee the 
Tct Offensive however, the United 
States has become more sophisticated 
and attempts to buy off the peasants by 
bringing in farm tools and agriculturnl 
techniques to raise production and to 
get the people to consider themselves as 
small scale capitalists. 
Porter further explained that the 
Vietnamese Revolution must rely on the 
ideological appeal of nationalism and 
group solidarity to bring the peasants 
together in struggle. The new North 
Vietnamese offensive was cited by 
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Porter as being well timed because the 
6000 active U.S. troops that remain in 
• Vietnam arc not enough to sway the 
balance of fighting. He also stated that 
the South Vietnamese government's 
army is extremely corrupt and 
d1scourJgt•d, mainly because so many of 
its troops have been forced 11110 service 
by press gangs. Coupled with that 1s the 
fact that the years between 1970-72 
have been very bad cconom1cally for 
South Vietnam, with inflallon raising 
prices to four or five times their 
previous level. All I his is felt by Porter 
to be important in the timing of the 
offensive. 
Both Porter and Nguyen Thi Banh 
believe that the anti-war movement in 
the United States has played a .very 
important role in the Revolution, 
although many anti-war activists arc too 
close to the problem to sect heir effect. 
The importance of contmuing the 
expression of public rage al government 
war tactics was cmpha~ized. Nixon they 
insisted testing the American public to 
sec to what extent increased bombing 
or, perhaps even a re-entry of American 
troops into new combat, will be 
tolerated. The people must display their 
solidarity with the fight of the 
Vietnamese peasants by any necessary 
action. Mass civil disobedience is 
planned as an emergency tadic this 
weekend in front of the White House, 
followed by a demonstration next 
weekend in New York lo show that 
Americans arc vehemently opposed to 
intensified bombing in Asia. 
Another part of the Teach In was the 
presentation of the Ni\ RMIC" slide show 
through Tuesday afternoon. This is a 
: moving compilation of pictures and text 
·whh:h demonstrates the extent and 
ferocity of the U.S. air war in Asia. The 
slides include picture!. of young 
Vietnamese c.:hildrcn and other civilians 
who have been maimed by 
ant i-pcrsonncl bombs. This typt: of 
bomb is not meant to destroy military 
targets, but instead is aimed at the 
destruction of individuals: and the 
computers whic.:h control these devices 
do not discriminate between children 
and soldiers. 
Gary Porter urged everyone not lo 
loose faith in the Vil'tnamcsc 
Revolution. although he !.CC!. it as a long 
and continuing struggle. Nguyen Thi 
Banh also stressed that the Vietnamese 
people arc not fighting the American 
people, but the Nixon controlled 
American government. She believes that 
the anti-war struggle must continue so 
as to stop Nixon from turning America 
mto an enemy of the entire world. 
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Conl(ress, SAB, Student Court 
& Sr. Class Candidates Declare 
While the national election 
games continue this coming week,. 
Ithaca Collt:gc students will 
pondL'r the question of whom to 
gin- control of the SI00,000 
w h I l'11 will bl' allotted to the 
l·,eu1t1vc Board of Student 
Congres.~ nex l yL·ar 
In .1dd1tion to lhc Congrls, 
off1l'lah. ,tutknh will vole for 
1 h rt'e off1c1ab <>I lhl' Student 
-\ct 1v1l1c~ Bo.ird lllill' tor lhl' 
Student Court. .111tl wmt>r\ 1~111 
vote· tor d.,~~ oft1n·r~. 
·1 he two con1enu111g part1t·~ 
thu, tar tkl'i.ircd f,11 the S!udc·nt 
< <>ngrc" l·,ctlltlVl' Blla1d arc· the 
by Ken Holcombe 
The New Morning Party gave 
the following statement ·to the 
Ithacan last night: "Well, folks, 
it ·s that time of year again, when 
~pring is in the air and politics 
curdle the soul. With so many 
things to be done and memories 
os past disenchantments-t.he War.' 
the t mil~. genm:1de overseas. and a 
sodl'ty ha,cd on exploitation and 
yomp.:1111on why divert emotions 
,I 11 d C n erg I e ~ l O SO ml' l I llll.: ~ 
hopcle,~ and pitiful student 
government'! 
"The an~wer i, that though 
hop_L·le" and pitiful. studL·nt 
go'>'<-·rnment 1, still an orga111zat1011 
The New Morning Party 
Susan Quinn, Ivan L1eben, Fred Berner, Ellie Cress, Matt Burt and Pam Fox. 
Infinity Party .ind thl' New 
Morning Party. IIL'admg the 
Infinity Part~ t1ckl'l. with a hid 
for the utfit.c llf l he Prc~iden t of 
the Student Body. •~ (~reg Davis. 
pn·se nlly v1ct·-prcs1tlcnl of the 
Student Body. Running with lum 
ar~·. l'l11c FishL·r. V1cl' President ot 
Campu~ Affair,. {;corgc lle~tcr. 
Vice Pn·~1dcnl ot Bu~111c~~ and 
Finan,t·: Dchhic '.\klntosh. Vice 
l'rc,1tlcn1 ot ,\catlemll' :\ff,.11r~: 
,rntl Jon Breux for thc offrcl' of 
Vice l'rc~1tlcnl of Student 
Rclatron~. The New l\1orn111g 
Party •~ runnmg ~ix candidate~ for 
the Fxecutive Board. collectively.· 
pledging to work a~ a solid unit 
a f l c r l h c y a rt· c le c t c d . I n 
a I phabetical order. their names 
a re: Fred Burner ( Dcrgl. Pam 
Fox. Cwen Jackson. Ivan Lichen, 
Sue Quinn. and Rick Turner 
/Zukor) . 
with some ~mall power lo do 
good. 
"For ,·very disappointment, 
there ,~ rhc opportunity to do 
something concrete- if only it is 
seizl·d. 
.. No ~ludcnt should be graded 
caprrc1ousl'.', or unfairly. 
.. No student need ~tand alone 
bl'lore the hurcaucrJcy 
"PL'oplc arc ent1llcd lo hvc a 
decent life on lhe South Hill. 
"It \\L' afl• elected to the 
l:xe1:u11ve Hoard of Student 
Congres,. we will attempt to 
establish a student-run 
cooperative bookstore to replace 
the present system in the Union 
store. We also pledge to. along 
with an incredible array of other 
proJCL'ls. arrange for student-run 
day care centcr(s) to be set up in 
downtown Ithaca and carrying 
academic acdit." 
........................ 
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: A FRENCH RESTAURANT # 
f 1152 THE DANBY ROAD * 
* 273-3464 # 
! DAILY =IONAL 1* 
ft, SPECIAL TIES IN t ADDITION 
it TO OUR REGULAR tJ-t FIVE COURSE # 
+I- DINNER MENU * 
t *** # t SUNDAY BRUNCH # 
t FROM $1.75 * 
tFROM 11:A.M. TO 2:30P.Mf 
* Presenting over 20 I 
tmelettes ,and stuffed crepe~ 
-it CLOSED TUESDAY * i. .................. ..a 
A statement evolved by the 
Infinity Party reads as follows: • 
"We of Infinity have come 
together in order to work towards 
the achievement of several goals: 
"We believe that Ithaca College 
is directed by an Administration 
t hat arrives at decisions in a 
vacuum-like atmosphere. In order 
to ameliorate this situation. we 
mtend to insure the appointment· 
of students to every committee or 
det.:ision-makmg body on the 
campus so that our input will be 
alway~ available. 
.. We must begin talking with all 
mcmbns of thL' Ithaca College 
L' a 111 p 11 ~ al the ou tsct of an v 
thoughts concernrng policy c;r 
govl'rn~ncc. We encourage 
part1c1pat1on rn Student 
Govcrnanc.:e. Student Govcrn1m:nt 
has ~trugglcd through this past 
ye.ir 111 order to reach a position 
of crl'dihrlrty with administrators, 
faculty and \laff. Yet then· ,~ ~till 
a gap to hl· filled het ween the 
government and I he ,1 utlcnts. 
"We arc mdividuals wh(I have 
ti 11 lercnt .backgrounds. different 
head~. Yet together we arc 
concerned and logcthl·r WL' can be 
effect1vc." 
Two parties oppo~c each other 
in l h c race for Chairman, 
Financial Secretary. and 
Executive Secretary of the 
"Senior Committee" candidates: Richard Goldberg, Donna Wexler, 
Valerie Lerner and Jan Ghatti. 
May slated for the Chairman's 
position. Dave Dellow for 
financial Secretary, and Nancy 
Barshtcr for Executive Secretary. 
One slate of eight candidates is 
currently running unopposed for 
the Justices of the Student Court. 
The candidate~ issued the 
following statL'ml'nt on 
Wetlnc~day: "We. Kenneth 
Marangcll, Reggie Simmons. 
Deblm· McCaw. MichaL'I Levine. 
Tom Na~l. Jacob Johnson. Shela 
Sturm. and Mickey Faeder declare 
oursclVL·s candidalL'S for the 
Student Court. We represent not a 
single faction of the ~tudent 
community but eight individuals 
from diverse backgrounds. All 
three cla~ses which will be 
returning. to Ithaca College arc 
represented. We have banded 
tog.:thcr to take advantage of the 
• ·,":"1 
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JOANNE SOLOMON 
The Action Party 
Class officers. The Action Party is 
composed of Joanne Solomon; 
President: Jay Newman, Vice 
President: Lance Griswold, 
Treasurer; and Carol Vcndrillo, 
Secretary. The four "Senior 
Committee" candidates, in order, 
arc Donna Wexler. Richard 
Goldberg. Valerie Lerner, and Jan 
Ghatti. The Bull Moose Party is 
represented by James Maxfield 
Tom Harwood, Andy Salzberg, 
and Dave Lawrence. Finally, the 
Insight Party has declared as 
candidates Kevan Parsky, Tom 
Winiewit:z, Debbie Holbrook, and 
Dana Lee Hallcnback. 
The Infinity Party: Debbie McIntosh, Jon Breux. Greg Davis, 
George Hester and Ellie Fisher. 
In announcing her candidacy, 
Miss Solomon of the Action Party 
promised that it .. would provide 
the type of leadership the Senior 
Class needs. The people who arc 
running on the Action Party slate 
Student Activities Board. The 
Morning After Party has 
announced the collective 
candidacy of Herb Forsberg, Matt 
Burt. and Ellie Cress. The other 
party, as yet unnamed. has Kenn~ 
opportunity . to provide the 
students with a strong, unified 
Student Court." 
There arc four parties opposing 
one another in the race for Senior Continued on page 17 
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- Time And ·future -Studies Offered 
To many people, Ithaca 
College is or is becoming a "dead 
enterprise", an academic 11nd 
social institution that may not in 
fact be reaching its most 
important constituents, the 
students. All too often 
"education .. ends at the end of a 
SO minute course. Not 
infrequently, communication 
breakdowns between student and 
faculty result in an animosity that 
may persist for an entire semester. 
Of even greater significance, 
Ithaca College may be in danger 
of slipping into the void of 
irrelevancy, a pertinent matter if 
the quality of student life is at 
question. 
In order to deal with what 
appears to be an increasing 
alienation between all segments of 
the IC community, a six credit 
course entitled "Time and Future 
Studies" will be offered next 
semester. The course will overlap 
by Ward H. Silver 
student and faculty environments 
through a "communitarian" type 
of residential living and the 
trans-disciplinary expression of 
ideas. In the words of its 
initiators. , he Long Range 
Planning Committee, t!te purpose 
of these so called "living-learning 
units'" is to I )increase the 
students' opportunity for 
meaningful intellectual 
intcrractions as part of the 
residential experience; 2)to 
facilitate and achieve better 
student faculty relationships and 
J) to increase and improve 
rel allonships and understanding 
among students of varied 
backgrounds. 
"Time and Future Studies" 
will be coordinated by Professor.; 
Ira Brous of the Economics 
Department, Jules Burgevin of 
Sociology and Jake Ryan, 
Political Science. Although their 
emphasis as_ to what their 
contribution would be varied, 
they all seemed to agree with 
Burgcvin 's appraisal that this is an 
opportunity "for people to think 
in dimensions they haven ·1 
thought in before ... The 
disdplines ask a set of questions 
or presume to give a set of 
answers to various social 
phc nomena." Those disciplines. 
he suggested. will simply exchange 
ideas with each other. 
Professor Brous views l"ach 
system within the "spaceship 
earth" context ·'where no one is a 
entity unto himsc.lf"". He 
emphasized the human 
interdependence individuals must 
necessarily understand. With 
respect to the course. he noted. 
"Most people heavily discount the 
future. They lay the burden on 
so rncone else.'' He expects -to 
utilize a book titled. Tht• l.in•its 
Dorm, -Garden Ap't 
Policy Announced 
of Growth which describes via 
equa-tions the demise of this 
planet in 80 to I 00 years, 
i::onsidering such factors as 
populatio)l. technology, pollution, 
natual resources and exponential 
arithmetk rates of growth. In 
summary. he will attempt to raise 
"the notion that we arc. in effect. 
in a crisis situation and that we 
can't wait for crisis situations like 
wars and blackouts before we 
act.'" Jake Ryan would like to sec 
the program cxtcndcd well 
beyond the two floors of the West 
Tower that will house 60 of the 
lJO students l thL' other 30 w11l livc 
off campus) and will he the site of 
the course's classes. He feels it will 
he important to develop some 
form of working relationship 
between incoming freshman, 
upperclassmen and professors. 
"We sec students here walking out 
the door the same way they came 
in. This program may bl! a 
springboard to handle that 
problem." 
The '"Quiet Dorm," ·first 
suggested a few months ago by 
students in an effort to avoid 
noise and loud music during study 
and sleep, is just une of the new 
styles of residential life which will 
be offered to Ithaca College 
students next year. The Housing 
Office has chosen Bogart Hall for 
the project. ,,.,,. · · 
At this time there are already 
fifty students signed up for the 
··quiet dorm," with more interest 
being expressed daily, according 
to Bart Ingersoll, a student advisor 
and prime proponent of the dorm. 
It will be self-policed on a basis of 
mutual cooperation. 
Upperclassmen will be given space · 
priority in the dorm, with the 
remaining space to be offered to 
incoming freshmen and transfers. 
Present residents of Bogart 
who plan to return next year are 
reportedly displeased with 
Housing's decision to locate the 
··quiet dorm" then!. They have 
1 heir own quiet hours ~ct up but 
music and noise at night docs not 
usually bother the residents 
enough to desire a "quiet dorm."' 
.-\t a meeting last Wednesday, 
:t was decided that they would try 
10 work out a cooperative 
.1grecment with Dorm 8 hy wlm:h 
tlwv would invite the residents of 
Cla~k Hall to move into Dorm 7 
next year. Thus. those seeking a 
quiet dorm would he satisfied and 
other residents of 7 and 8 would 
have a normal, noisy dorm. 
Another change for next year. 
J<.:<.:ording to Housing Director 
David Lord. will he the 
long-awaited change of the East 
rower, Men will occupy floors 7, 
I I. and 13. 
The alternating coed rooms of 
r errace S have proven to be a 
FREE Car Wash & Dry 
(woth fllfup over 15 gals.) 
Other deals on gas fillups 
under IS gals. 
We offer prestonc Jct wax 
2 oz. free woth wash 
8 oz. !:-1 cents + .tax 
applied during rinse cycle 
Protects from sail & sun 
GULF CAR WASH 
704 5. Meadow St. 
Rte. 13 
In Front Of New We1ton1 
open every day a am• 6 pm 
Friday nlte untll 1:00 p.m. 
successful experiment. As a 
result. the second and third floors 
of Terrace 7 A will be patterned 
on the alternating room concept· 
next year. 
The first academic cluster 
college, founded on Long Range 
Planning Committee 
rcccommendation, will be housed 
in three different campus areas 
next year. Between 60 and 90 
students will reside on two floors 
of the West Tower. Their theml" 
will be "Time and Future 
Stu dies." taught by Ira Brous, 
Jules ~urgcvin, and Jake Ryan. 
The second area. in Landon 
Hall, will focus on "Human 
Relations and Interpersonal 
Development," including 
discussions, activities, and perhaps 
classes. Those interested should 
contact Don Runyon or Eloise 
Dowdell at X3383. 
A third experience will be 
loosely structured, bJscd on a 
committment by residents and 
faculty in tercsted in regular "rap 
sessions." Those interested should 
contact Housing at X3 I 42 or Dr. 
and Mrs. Winer at X3252. 
Du_ring the Summer. the 
Garden Apartments will be 
rented to students in summer 
ses~1on and graduate students in 
inten:ession. If a student who has 
been living m the apartments all 
year wishes to remam over the 
summer l I 2-month ka~e) the 
prke remains the same. Those 
renting only over va<.:at ion, 
however, will pay an increased 
price. For the entire summer. a 
two-man apartment will cost 
SS::!0. a four-man S 1140, and a 
six-man SI 560. There is also a 
possibility of renting at a weekly 
rate of S44, S66, and S88, 
respectively. Those wanting a sum-
mer apartment must sign a lease 
and discuss the matter with Dave 
!:~!d by the end of April 
Th c en tire "'cluster i:ollcge" 
experiment will later include an 
environment in onL' of the quad 
dorms wherein another professor, 
Gerald Winer of the Psychology 
Department will live in with the 
residential students. The course 
work will be less formalized than 
"Tune and Future Studic~ and 
should cxhih1t a greater 1J1cidencc 
ul solid d1scus~1011 group~ . 
Hopefully. a1.:cordmg tu Willi.1111 
Bergmark. Professor of Chenmtry 
and a maJor proponent or ~ud1 
innovations. tl11~ will hring 
something additional to a dorm 
that will make 11 mor<· than a 
place to sleep. Another quad 
dorm will eventually he u~ed for 
discussing the theme of human 
and interpersonal relation~ 
wherein a .black profc~sor will 
reside with an interracial group of 
students. 
Ithaca College may la<.:k the ivy 
"tradition" but such endeavors as 
"Time and future Studie!-."' and 
the cluster i::ollcgc concept may be 
at last a realistic alternative to this 
increasingly 
institution. 
amorphous 
"YOUR PROTECTION - OUR PROFE.\'SION"' 
BROKERS 
Robert S. Boot hroycl. --- ('1;1ss of '24" 
Robert L. Boothroyd --- Class of '60" 
Hc:nry G. Kcy.sc:r -----Class of':i2' 
\\"illiam Flynn------ C.L.U. 
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, INC. 
"We Welcome Your l11q11iry" 
J 12 East Se11eca, Ithaca, N. Y. 
--
'Round' 
The World 
War Illegal 
Philadelphia (CPS)- A federal judge. noting thL' "los~ 1n human 
resources" and economic hardslups i::auscd by the war 111 Southeast 
Asia, last week ordered a three-judge panel convened to dct.:rmme 
whether the conflict is legal. The surprise move came in a ~ult filed 
by the group headed by Rev. Davi() M. Gracil'. an Ep1scopal n11n1ster 
from Philadelphia. The suit asks a permanent 1J1Ju1ii::t1un against the 
use of government funds to cont111ue the war. 
Sears Wins 
Ch1t:ago (CPS) For a year and a half, the Sears Roebuck Co. and 
C'h1i:ago broadcasters have been fighting over possible broadca5t 
interference caused by !he giant Scars Tower prcsentl),- under 
i::onstruction. Sears says 11 1s .working on the problem, but a trade 
newspaper notes that should the Scars solut10n not work out. the 
primary beneficiary would he the manutai::turers of a new cassette 
television system manufactured hy Scars Roebuck Co. 
Lazy Hair 
Norfolk ( LNS) -Officials at thL' Navy medical dispensary here 
have put all their medical knowledge together to prove a connection 
bet ween long hair and laziness. According to thl'JII. failure to follow 
the l',;aval hair standards ··carries connotations of laziness, 
mattcntion to details. recalcitrance. or a lack of personal pride, real 
or affected.·· 
Coffee, Tea, or HIM? 
New York (LNS)---Promptcd by a recent i::,mrt rulmg lorb1dding 
the exclusion of men from jobs as airline ~tewards. the nation's 
airlines arc now beginning to train men in small numbers for thesL' 
jobs. Although the airlines claim that the men will hL' treated as 
equals with the women. they have heen excusL'd from lectures on 
cosmetics and grooming. It is dear that their appcarani::c will not he 
as important to their jobs as it is for the women. 
_ Paid Advertisement 
Norfolk ( LNS) Af<cr "mui::h agu:1izing·· l hl' Navy has decided 
that it will have to resort to paid advertising in May. since it ha~ 
failed to fill its rci::ruJting quotas for six com,crntiVl' months. The 
campaign will i::ommeni:c with full page ad~ m nat10nal magazine~. 
Rent-A-Narc 
Washington ( LNS) "Extra agents when you need thL'lll. ~or largL' 
or small job~. In the commu111ty. corrcclional ins11t•llio11~. industri:JI 
plant~. on campu~. 111 si::hoob. many other situations." 
·Rent-A-Nari:!" Thus begins an ad for Un1vcr~al Detective Inc .. m the 
February issue of Justice magazine. According to the 1nformat1on the 
price 1s S230 a week t first and la~t week 111 advance) for tour to 
thirteen weeks. The pohce department cmploymg the agent would 
also pay for all drugs purchased. 
So11,ething Plastic 
New York ( LNS) D,sncy World. lhe h1g new cnterta1nnll"III 
complex near Orlando. Florida. has stm<.:k 11 so rich that other 
groups arc scrambling to cash in on the plasl ic tourism market. The 
state of Alabama 1s c.9-11sider111g insl,tlhng a toll road JL"roS~·thc ~late 
especially to tap Disnl'Y World-bound traveler.... And an cnterpn-.1ng 
Alabama group is planning another specta<.:ular venture all thc1r 
own Holyland U.S.A. which will ll'alltrL" ;1 rcph,a ol thL· Wa1l1ng 
Wall. a I 2-a1.:rc Sea of Galilee. and a <.:oli~cum with clwriot r.tl"l'~. all 
under the watchful eye~ of a IO I -foot tall ~t.1 t uc ol Chri,l. 
Police Cars As A Traffic H:11.ard 
Denver tCl'Sl The Dcnvcr Polil·l· DcpJrlment 1~ f1ghl111g .1 ,L·r1011~ 
lralfk ~akty probk·m 111 th.ii city thcm~dve~ l.a,1 yca, Dl·nvl'r, 
Fmcst were 111volvetl in 489 acc1dl·11t~. wlui:h 1~ .1 lugh Jn·1d<'lll r,1tl" 
<.:ons1dermg they have only 458 car,. 
The Lonely Godfather 
KJn~, City (l"l'S) "(he Godlatlll'r opened lo Jll cnqd) holbl' 
hl·n·. A prote,t111g It.than Allll'rll"an group bought .ill the 11ckl"1, 10 
that nigh!', ~howmg. thl'll did 11,1t ll~l' !hem. rJ1c lhl·,1trl' owner ,.11d 
hc thought 11 wu, a vny good 1dL".1 and ,.11d all) i;roup w11h goo,t 
reason, wa~ wckomc to hu) oul the tlll',1trl' 
I 
'i 
Thursday -THl>WICK 
Frida, -1. IOCICE1 & 
the Sarlcing Guitars 
Sat. & Sun. - BACCHUS 
thursday & sunday - SOC 
DON'T FORGET: 
MONDAY - All YOU CAN DRINK-S/.00 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT - FREE JAM SESSION 
413 TAUGHANNOCK RLVD. 
Down the street from the St at ion R(>staurant 
.1 
I 
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EDITORIALS 
Conspicuously Absent 
Before the \\ 1ndow of !he Ithaca College 
acadcmll' year slams itself shut. consider this. This 
ins11tutiun can never become efficiently functional 
until II relieves itself of the 'dead weight" we 
would appear 10 be presently carrying along with 
u~. In especially one case. on the Board of 
Tru~tce~ 
way or another graced with his physical 
appearance. Had the Board met anywhere else or 
at a later hour, it is reasonable to assume that 
McGannon would not have appeared at all. 
Of what possible use then to this institution, its 
long range goals, or the interests of its students is 
such a "titular" figure? 
W c have enough trouble with the tangled 
bureaucracy of this college as it stands without 
adding to it by prolonging the tenure of a Board 
member who docs not even exhibit a physical 
interest in the activities of his own group. 
The only conclusion solution that is valid here 
is that McGannon, if not by the Board or the 
Administration, then by the students' congress of 
representatives be asked to either specially rework 
his schedule to participate on the Board of which 
he is an appointed member or step out of the 
water altogether and restrict himself to managing 
the activitcs of his corporation which apparently 
arc his prime concern anyway. 
llnlc~s our informat10n is thoroughly im:orrect, 
Donald McGannon. not tu mention names, 
prc~cntly Pre~ident uf the Westinghouse Electric 
C'orpornt1on and a 12 ycar "veteran" of the Board, 
ha~ yet within thc span of a trio of thosc ycars to 
sufficiently Justify his n:lention as a ·'director" of 
this college. In fact. hb only recent activity, to 
paraphrase a knowledgeable source, came about 
earlier th1~ month wlu:n a special mectmg was 
Some would and have said that he is a very busy 
man, yet he serves a purpose; ours if not his own. 
That is useful. Explicity how, though? And to 
what Justifiable end? Considering that any student 
habitually absenteeing himself from his scheduled 
classes or activities y,ould be quickly and finally 
"excused" from having to bother participating in 
such classes any further, then why cannot we insist 
upon the same rules for "our" trustees? 
He should not be allowed to slight us, the 
students of this college, anymore than he would 
neglect his own business or his personal family. 
called together in Gotham. Because that meeting 
commenced early enough for McGannon to make 
both 1t and h•~ office on tune, we were in some 
It's nice to know someone is with us in spirit. True he is not the lone offender. However, he i!> 
the most conspicuous. Especially in his absence. 
On PIRG Article 
Editor: 
I thmk your art1cll' la,1 week 
about PIRC; ( .. Nader-style 
Student Lobby Organi1.mg Herc") 
m1~sed lhc m;,rk Ill J few placl'\. 
You ,aid ... I he b;!'IC prcm1~e of 
Pl RG 1, J lobby 101 1111ddll'-das~ 
~tudcnl mlerc~b." 
The fact 1, that 110 one know~ 
Ju,t whal l'IRG will do. The 
outlines haVL' 1ntc1111onally been 
kit very broad tor now. Whal 
Pl I{(; doc~ will he decided hy the 
sludcnh and community people 
who fund and l·onlrol ii. A~ 11 
happen,. I had not 'l'l'll the W(ird 
"lohby" used in connection wllh 
Pl I{(; until I saw ll in }<llJr 
hcadlme. I know ol 1w one who 
want~ Pl RG lo bl' a lobby ( in the 
scn~c ol a hack-room man1pulalor 
ol politic1an~l Rather. most 
peoph.: ,cem to wan I Pl RG lo he 
patlnned after Ralph Nader\ 
work ( you wou Id 11 ·1 consider him 
a lobhy1s1. would you? l 
01 course. op1111on~ vJry on the 
u,l·fulne,~ of Nader', work. My 
own opinion 1s mixed. I agree 
w11h you that wor"mg through 
l'\1,t1ng l·hannc·I, 1n the 
But spirits do not constitute a quorum when the 
Board meets. 
government (,1s Nader docs) lnnits 
cflcc11vcnes~ by tending to 
rcmforcc the political slructurc. 
Nader has spent a lot of time 
relating to the courts. But he 
hasn't neglected the people. In 
fact he is considered a true hero 
hy people of all stripes. lie anti h1, 
muckraking organ1zation have 
matlL' a powerful dent in the 
l'olll placcncy of America and. 
tanned thl•ir dissat1~fac1ion with 
lhe status quo. That is a very 
1 111 p,, r I a 11 t c on d I t I o n r or 
1nfluc·ncing hig change in a' 
country. Ralph Nader doesn't 
eons1dcr himself a revolutionary, 
hul he ~urcly is part of the 
rL·volution. If more group~ can be 
formed to do work like his. all t~e 
hettl'r. 
Of l·uursc. Pl RG ncedn 't be a 
copy of Ralph Nader's group. 
Remember. il can be anything its 
membership wants 1t to he. It can 
become a legal aid group or work 
to ~cl up free local health clinics if. 
1b membership so decides. Read 
1hc pct11ion. you'll see: the 
dcl1111l 1011 of PIRG i~ 1•ay vague. 
Pl Re;·~ direct 1011 depends on 
which student interests work 
hardest and best at inOuencing it. 
So far, it's up for grabs. 
Another point: You said 
"Pl RG is accepting the myth of 
apathy and actually rcinforc111g it 
with this passive mean~ of 
change." You said "It can be a 
tool that will he most effective in 
drawing people away from local 
activity and allow all 4000 
students at Ithaca College to let a 
S4.00 donation ride as this year's 
political activity." 
Do you really believe that? 
With almost no effort by students 
(it's usually the parents who will 
fork over the $4.00) a possibly 
great organization can be created 
and maintained. Docs this divert 
students? Will it really ride as this 
year's political activity? Without 
PIRG would there be any better 
chance that IC students would be 
spending next year consulting 
with disadvantaged people and 
setting up health clinics? Come 
on! 
I don't sec how taking two 
seconds to ..:heck off a box at 
registration will reinforce apathy 
by di ffu sing p olit1cal energy. 
Perhaps an effective, visible 
student-directed group (which, 
mc1dcntally, plans an important 
role for student action) will even 
mcrease political energy a little. 
0 t her than that, students' 
po Ii tic a 1 consciousness is very 
unlikely to be affected by PIRG. 
Th at 's too bad but it docsn 't 
mean PlRG is unworthy of 
support. 
One last thought: I don't think 
it's good politic~ to completely 
put down a political idea tiecause 
it's not perfect. I agree that the 
Pl RG idea is not the solution to 
all our problems. On balance 
though, it should do a lot more 
good than harm. We shouldn't be 
blind to that. The real question is: 
To IC students. faculty and staff!• help console me whenever ~n) 
This is the way Nixon is sort of crisis arose (and behcw 
winding down the war: last week me.. there were man~). Dr 
more 8-52 missions were flown De,\gucrro was resp<;>nsible for 
over Vietnam than ever before, setting up our e.ntertammcnt anti 
more ll.S. Navy ships ring Dr. Armstr_ong f.or our 
Indochina now than anytime in r'cfreshmen ts, wlulc Dr. 1 arras anti 
the last five years, and monthly I Mr. Maglione lite~ally ~ve th c 
civilian casualties arc now 50% Festival its inceptio~. Miss Ann, 
higher than thcy were under Rodda deserves spe~ial thanks. ,1, 
Johnson. Why arc wc silent while she was always ava1lablc to helr 
the carnage continues? Why is and be _our general handywoma11 
Nixon so sure of our apathy'! at any tune of the day. 
It i~ foolish to make Allison Helm was the on~ 
predictions about what will pcrson whose work was most 111 
happen next in Indochina but we cvidencc. She was responsible fur 
would like you to consider the planning the International Night 
following possibility: Nixon will menu with George Hall and h1, 
keep a low military profile (and crew; plus she designed ou1 
will keep the media silent) until .. menu" at the festival. Finall~ 
June 20. Then when American many thanks to our publicll) 
college students arc scattered for committee. They not 0111~ 
the summer, he will bcgm a major designed our great posters, but ar; 
escalation of ground fighting, endless number of dittos. 
confident that the student There have been reports tllJI 
anti-war movement will not certain groups felt excluded from 
oppos_e him. After all, we have the Fest iv a I . The en t ire· 
remained silent during the air war community was cordially invited 
escalation of the last four months. However, let's make one poin1 
It is up to us. in the remaining clear: this was an International 
three weeks, that we arc all J.anguage Festival sponsored b) 
together on campus to show our five languagt' clubs; it hard)\ 
Nixon and his advisors that the was a project to demonstrate th, 
campus anti-war movement is living styles of the planet Earth. 11 ,· 
alive, remains vigilant. and will our name was confusing, then I 
not tolerate renewed American must apologize, but also note that 
aggr~ssion in Indochina. Next our own Russian club received .1 
week petitions will be circulated minimal publicity; it .. should lw 
on campus calling for an end to all the one to complain, but so far I 
American involvement in the war. haven't heard a word. 
If you arc interested in carrying Well, it's over now, and lookrn~ 
such a petition or have ideas on back I can say that it was .1 
other ways we can be effective, success. VJc drew betwce11 
come to a meeting Friday, April 400-600 people considering that 
14, at 3:30 in F-205. lfyoucan't we were competing with Gree~ 
come but want to help, call one of Weekend and the well·know11 
us. apathy of our student body. Thi, 
Rich Knight 272-1788 is the first time that we have had 
Betsy Austin 272-2826 such great cooperation between 
Connie Elson x3232 students and faculty, and th1, 
International Fiesta clearly shows that our language 
clubs are far from 
Is it better to have Pl RG or not to Editor: dead ... they 're alive and kicking 
Let's keep up the good work and 
look positively toward the future 
have it? Eight weeks of preparation and 
I work for the Rest of the five hours of fun. That's what 
News, which I consider a better, com prised the first International 
purer idea than PIRG. I'm sorry Festival.sponsored by-the Foreign 
that the Rest of the News and Language Clubs at Ithaca College. 
Jther rJdical groups don't have Now that it's over until next year;. 
enough widespread support to it's appropriate to think back 
even contemplate the idea of upon its development an'd · 
getting whole campuses to vote it ,conception. But starting at the 
thousands of dollars a year. But beginning, a word of thanks must 
Pl RG docs have support. At the be said. 
Charlie Fingerhut, Coordinator 
Editor: 
Crew Thanks 
very least it will accomplish minor' There are several persons 
Publlsned weekly during the school year, except first week In March and third ws~k In good thin gs, and it has ihe without whose help the festival 
The members of the lthac,1 
College Crew would like to tak,· 
the opportunity to thank all ol 
our friends and spectators for 
their support during Saturday\ 
race.· We appreciate you braving 
the freezing temperature to show 
your support. Our only regret •~ 
that it was our only home race of 
the year, since the home-crowd i~ 
always an advantage. Thanks 
October. second class postage, Ithaca, New York, 14850. Poslmnter, please send form potential to be great. Let's help it w o u Id have died. Professors 
3579 to Business Manager, The Ithacan, West Tower, Ithaca College, Ithaca, N.V., 14150. happen. Tarras, Armstrong, DcAgucrro 
Subscription cost $7.50. Editorial views reflect the opinion of the Editorial Board• Tl'IIH Peter Wernick and Maglione did all that was 
neither reflect the official position of Ithaca College nor necessarily Indicate the con .. n- required of them; and what's 
sus of the student body. The Ithacan reserves the right to correct, edit, or refu .. to pub- more they were always around to 
llsh a11y material submllttd for publication.· ' 
again. 
Ithaca College Crew 
-----
- -,- . .,. -···-····"-·t ....... _,_ ....... -- . - . 
Con1n1ent 
Give Us· 
A Chance 
How do you go about inspiring IC. with a good 
idea? It's pretty hard to get students here out of 
their drugged or drunken stupor long enough to 
explain some good thoughts, but if the newspaper 
isn't on your side. forget it. 
The Ithacan was sporting enough to give us this 
c;pace. Better late than never. Three weeks ago 
PIRG organizers submitted an article announcing 
the initiation of the CNYPIRG campaign. with an 
explanation of the CNYPI RG and an appeal for 
support. We were told hy one of thl' Ithacan 
editors who was not sympathetic to the Puhlk 
Interest Research Group concept that our artick 
could not hl• printed without a rewrite. When a 
n;porter called us for an interview we learned that 
the Ithacan ( which is actually a magazine, not a 
newspaper, we were told I did not hchcvc in 
objective journalism hut rather saw th?" need to 
raise the consciousnc~s of thl·ir rcadcrship for thl' 
"Revolution". PIRG is not a "revolutionary" 
movcmcnt. Shouldn"t we he ashamed"! 
After much jousting with the campu~ paper. 
another member of till' triumvirate of editors 
promised us that our article would appear in ·the 
Comment section alongside the lthacan's instant 
analysi~ of PIRG. Nothing at all appeared that 
week. The Mythaca Urinal edition was more 
important: so was the report on the Cin.:us. George 
Plimpton and the donkey basketball game. not to 
11-or, mention four pages on "The Movcm::nt •·. 
Last week the Ithacan published a grossly 
distorted. misleading. suhjcctiVl' artkk on Pl RG. 
The article we had previously submit tcd somehow 
got lost. After a considerable amount of ra.nting 
and raving, the third 111cm IH·r of the t riumviratc 
offered us a page in thi~ i~suc to explain our 
position. 
Well. it"s too late now lo gel PIRG off the 
ground for this year. Perhaps we can help in 
informing you and allowing you to come to a 
111cu11i11g/i1/ decision on where you stand. Perhaps 
some of you will want lo support Pl RG next 
September. 
The Ithacan article stated: "Thl' movement 
(referring to student activism) i~ not dcad. hut 
PIRG has accepted the decree that it b." This b 
not true. PIRG i.1 part of the Movement. Who 
could be so self-righteous as to assume that there is 
but one path. to a common end'! Pl RG was 
criticized for working with the government and 
thcn;forc nt!cessarily supporting the status quo and 
the institutions that havt! caused the Vt!ry problt!m~ 
it is trying to solve. PIRG was linked with 
potential scandals mirroring the ITT scandal. 1n· 
lobbyists were seeking to pursue the intcrc~ts of a 
powerful multi-million dollar corporation. The 
interests of ITT arc not al all thl· inli:rcsts of PIRG. 
Thl' pursuit of corporate interests cannot be 
comparcd to the pursuit of puhlk interest~. 
Wt! arc both fighting for a piece of till' sanll' pk. 
hut it is not the pil' that is corrupt, II 1~ merely the 
glutton~ who have been ,itling al the table too 
long. 
The Ithacan accused Pl RG of planng fund~ 111 
the hands of a large complex officialdom and Wl'llt 
on to say. "Paying salaries ot a lawyer in Albany 
docs not hclp anyoni: as much a~ e~tablishing Olll' 
local free Health clinic or lcgJI aid group." 
There is nu largl' l:omplcx offil·1aldum. Pl RG 
opcrati:s a skelct on cff1l'il'lll"Y staff un an 
autonomous rl·gional lcvd. Thl'rl' ,lrl' 110 largl' 
salarks. 1'1 RG hire~ dcdii..:ated profcssiunab who 
arc willing lo worJ.. for modc~t to meager pJ~ Till' 
Ithacan failed lo ~l'l' the point that paying .1 lawyi:r 
in Albany make~ thing~ liki: frcl' 1-kalth Clmic~ 
possible. Tax payer~· money 1~ ~ent to AlbJny 
whcrl' the state kgislature divide~ II up Jnd 
allocate~ it. The PIRG h1wycr 111 Alhany would do 
everything he could to gi:t a s1zeabk chunk of the 
tax dolhirs spent on frci: lkalth Ccntl·rs. Dav Care 
Ccntcrs. and th.: like. Whi:re do you think. Open 
llou~e funds came from'! Albany! 
PIRG is not an end. 11 1~ a beginning. We ,Hl' not 
u,ing a passiVl' means for changi:. l'I RG will 
facilitatl' activity and lol:al programs lo hi:ncf1t till' 
community. We do not acl:cpl the myth of apathy. 
Wi: arc trying to provide channcb for meaningful 
and suci:i:ssful d1angc. We arc providing a means 
for action and experience with th.: sy~tl'III. 
Perhaps we will he proVt!n wrong; 1f ~o. Wl''ll he 
standing alongside our friend~ at the lthal·an 
.:ailing "Revolution!" 
'.••The Strategic ATms Li_mitation Talks Came To A Dramatic Conclusio-n Today 
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VP For Student Affairs 
Search Comfflittee 
Solicits Prospects 
The search committee for the 
Acting Vke-President for Student· 
Affairs is interested in any persons 
from lthac;1 College who wish to 
be considered for the position. In 
order to allow proper time to seek 
a person for the permanent, 
vice-president, the College has 
chosen to fill the vice-presidency 
with an acting po~it1on for one 
year. This acting position will 
have full authority over the 
Student Affairs office, and the 
Acting Vice-President will be 
expectl·d to function m the 
) 
capacity of a full vice-president. 
The acting position will begin July 
), 1972. 
The responsbilities for the 
Vice-President for Student Affairs 
include the planning, 
development, execution, and 
evaluation of the student life 
program outside the classroom 
and the coordination of the 
program with academic programs. 
The offices reporting directly to 
the vice-president arc: 
Coordinator of Counseling and 
Orientation Services and Dean of 
Students; Coordinator of 
Residential Life; Coordinator of 
Student Financial Services; 
Coordinator of Student Activities· 
Coordinator of Office of Student 
Concerns; Superintendent of 
Safety; and the College Chaplains. 
The Vice-President reports 
directly to the President. 
rhe basic criterion for the 
acting vice-president is a bachelors 
degree. Any faculty member or 
administrator will be given the 
opportunity, upon termination of 
the one year position, to return to 
his previous status at the College. 
It may be possible to arrange time 
for some teaching. Salary will, of 
course, be discussed with the 
President. 
The search committee 
encourages any member of the 
College who is interested in the 
position, or who wishes to 
nominate a candidate to submit 
names for consideration. He 
should notify the office of 
Vice-President for Student Affairs 
( x3374) no later than Friday, 
April 21. 1972. 
Questions about the · position 
may be directed to the members 
of the c;r:1rrh c:nmmittec. 
1972-73-
College Calendar 
FaD Tenn, 1972 
Friday, September I , Freshman and Transfer Reg .. 
Saturday, September 2 Upper Class Registration I 
Monday, September 4 Classes Begin 8:00 a.m.; 
Saturday. October 21 Classes Suspended 
Wednesday, October 25 Classes Resume 8:00 a.m.' 
Wednesday, November 22 Thanksgiving Recess 
Monday, Nove·mber 27 Classes Resume 8:00 a.m. • 
Friday, December I 5 Classes End 
Monday; December 18 Final Examinations Begin 
Thursday, December 21 Fall Term Ends 
Spring Term, 1973 
Monday, January 15 Registration 
Tuesday, January 16 Classes Begin 8:00 a.m. 
Saturday, March IO Spring Recess 
Monday, March 26 (lasses Resume 8:00 a.m. 
Friday, May I I Classes End 
Monday, May 14 Final Examinations Begin 
Thursday, May 17 Spring Term Ends 
Saturday, May 19 Commencement 
Juicy. 
Oranges. Lemons Limes. Gallo 
mixes all these flavors together in 
good red wine to create Spanada 
Chill It. Or splash It on the rocks 
Just bite into a slice of Spanada. You·11 
know why we call It Juicy 
Calltnrn a qrnl){' wine an,1 naturi!l !nut flavors Gallo vineyaras. MCJQesto. calllornla 
. ~ ! '._ ' ... - -
.. • : ~ ... "; • :< ~;.: ~ ,".:; . 
....... ,., .. . :" ... ~ . -·· ~ .. -........ 
CNYPl·RG: Providing A Structure 
This count.ry has more 
roblems than it should and more 
olutions than it uses. Few 
ocieties in the course of human 
is t ory have faced such a 
ituation: most are in the fires 
·ithont water to squelch them. 
ur society has the resources and 
he skills to keep injustice at bay 
n d to elevate the human 
ondition to a state of enduring 
ompassion and creative 
ulfillment. How we go about 
sing the resources and skills has 
onseqilences which extend well 
eyond our national borders to all 
the earth's people. 
Ralph Nader 
As .'the par~de of candidates for 
ihe 1972 election begins to form 
11c are reminded of the debacle of 
·t,8 and the subsequent feelings of 
helplessness experienced by many 
Americans. Even if we are 
Organiz.ation 
The continuity and expertise · 
will be provided by full-time, 
paid, professional citizens 
( scientists, lawyers, economists, 
etc.) who will form thr action arm 
of the group. They will be 
responsible for carrying a project 
through the usual states of 
fact-finding, persuasion, public 
education, and lob hying or 
litigation. The hiring of the 
professional staff and the 
selection of projects will be the 
responsibility of a regional board 
of directors made up of elecLed 
representatives from participating 
campuses and citizen groups. 
Legally, the CNYPIRG will be a 
non-profit, tax-exempt 
corporation, a legal entity 
separate from its member groups 
or institutions. 
presented with a meaningful Funding 
choice between candidates who In order to hire a staff with the 
m: willing to identify with basic breadth of knowledge and 
1,sues, what guarantees do we experience necessary to undertake 
hJve that those elected will not projects in the wide range of areas 
fall prey to the public and private outlined below, an annual budget 
,rstems that · now prevail in our of SI 50,000 to $200,000 would 
,;11.:iety? Clearly we have no such be necessary. To attract talented 
guarantees unless concerned committed personnel, the source 
citizens are provided with a of funds must be stable. Students 
,tructure which possesses will be asked to vote, through 
,,rntinuity, expertise, and power student governments or by 
tn make our leaders responsive to petition to raise their general fee 
the needs and rights of S2 per 'semester. The college or 
mdividuals. Too often, those '\IIM!t;,q· university will be asked to act as a 
m.: properly outraged over abuses collecting agent and provision will 
rnncentrate solely on exposure be made for refunds for those 
Jnd demand for reform without students not wishing to form a 
providing a structure to base for the organization. Such an 
a..:..:omplish their objectives in a initilTI base would be provided by 
lasting manner. The purpose of Cornell, Ithaca College, Syracuse, 
C'NYPIRG is to join with simildr and the State University <;olleges 
Public Interest Research Groups, at Cortland and Binghamton. 
now being formed across the After or concurrently with the 
to provide such a organization of campuses, 
interested community groups will 
be encouraged to join and secure 
MIDTOWN'S 
representation. 
Scope and 
Nature of ~ctivities 
Generally, the CYNPIRG will 
be concerned with consumer 
protection. environmental quality, 
human rights, and corporate 
tesponsibility. Examples of 
specific projects that might be 
undertaken are the investigation 
of property taxes, studies of 
occupational safety and health, 
employment discrimination, 
supermarket pricing, and research 
in air and water pollution. PIRG 
activity would not stop at the 
investigatory level. Lobbying and 
litigation would also be employed 
.is a means of furthering PIRG'S 
objectives for a system of. by. and 
for the people. 
The Theory of PIRG 
Power and weath arc 
i:oncentrated in the ha11ds of the 
few. Decisions affecting an 
individual's life arc made without 
re pre sen tat ion. Our economics 
and technologies have grown 
powerful and pervasive. There is 
no room for apathy in these 
serious times. If the quality of life 
is to be improved citizenship must 
be regarded as an integral part of 
life. demanding energy and skill. 
We need the· commitment of every 
member of a community to work 
for the betterment of his 
community. This commitment 
must be transformed into a 
strategy of action that develops 
instruments of change while it 
focuses on what needs to be done. 
It should be apparent by now that 
merely being outraged and 
demanding change is not enough. 
We must build instruments to 
accomplish our objectives. A 
community-based PIRG could be 
this intrumcnt. 
.PIRG's may provide three 
channels for effective citizenship. 
First is the full-time professional 
citizen, who makes his career 
public interest. These citizens arc 
not part of any government 
agency or corporation; 
independently based, they work 
to improve and reshape 
institutions. 
With increased h:isurc time part 
time involvement ..:an become part 
of the good life. Americans who 
now arc looking for way~ to 
improve their community n·cL·d 
, something like PIRG to L"·us 
their energies. 
On-the-job citizenship w,dd 
be facilitated by PIR•.;. 
· Employees of cor;-,oratiom. .111d 
government age11cies kno\\ vf 
waste, fraud, and abuses by : :, ·ir 
I employer and would like r, ·lo 
! something abr 1t them but : , <!d 
. to be sure the. ssistance will .zst 
cost them their job. 
fflDENT STAND-
SALE THRU WB>NESDAY 
BESTSELLER SALE 
D:. 
_'.J 
=$4.27 l;\$3.57 ~. $3.57 NOWI 
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ORANGE 
ORIGINAL SOUND TRACK 
DEAR FRIENDS 
THE FIRESIGN THEATRE 
Fc.,turm~ Ex.cer11t-. from Their 
H1l.1nou~ Hit R.1d10 Show, 
The Ithacan, April 14, I 97J: Page 8 
- Draft Announces·1s,-OOO 
April- May Quota 
(C'PS)-The Draft is back. 
Ind u i.: tions. virtually suspended 
during last summer and fall and 
compldely halted for the first 
thrcl' months of this year, haVl' 
been authorized for April and 
May to fill a i 5,000 man quota 
recently set by the l'l•ntagon. 
Select 1ve Servke. operating 
under a new ··uniform natmnal 
ca 11 '· policy Whl•rchy all local 
hoards throughou1 the country 
drJfl up lo a certain lotter> 
number. has ~ct fifteen as the 
lolll'ry ceiling for the next two 
month).. Local hoard~ will 
con),equentl~ hcg111 the induction 
pro cc),, for JI! men with nu mher), 
ot fifteen or under who received 
their lolll'ry numhcr), 111 1'171 or 
earlier and who arl' dass1l1cd 1-A 
111 I '17 2. 
It the nccdcd 15.000 men arc 
dl'l1vcrnl there will he no 
1nduc11on, 111 June. If nol. the 
lottl·rv ceiling whould ri,c ,1 few 
numb.er~ and morl' 111cn would lw 
mductcd 111 June. 
Men 111 the extended priorll} 
group, ( tho~l' who have hc,·n I-A 
).llll"l' l;llc 11170 or I '171 and ,till 
not drafted although they had 
drawn low lollcry numbers) arl' 
gl'ncrally l').<.:aping th1: draft. Th1: 
lcgJI period of draft d1g1hilily for 
t 111:~c men .:x pi red on March JI st. 
Nalionwidl·. present 
prnJcctio11' arc for I 0-1 5,000 men 
to hl' drafted in calh "4u;1rkl"' or 
three month period remaining 111 
197 2. Thi), would proJcct a 
··reached" lottery number for 
1'172 of no h1ghL·r than forty-five 
or fit'ly. All those whose number 
has been or will be reached arc 
subJccl to the dr;Jfl for the 
calL·ndar year 111 whi<.:h their 
number ;), rL·achcd plu), the first 
t hrec 111011 I hs of the following 
year. 
The projected ceiling for 
reac.:hcd numbcrs for this year, 
however. may change as 
recruitment for the New 
Volunteer Army is not doing as 
wcli as expected and more drafted 
manpower may be needed. 
There is also talk of a draft for 
the National Guard or Reserves, as 
enlistments in th!!sc branches of 
the military is significan tfy down: 
reflecting the generally reduced 
draft threat. 
In addition. there is 
speculation thal the 
Administration may ask that the 
draft he extended when it comes 
up for renewal in July of 1973. 
In general, however. c.;urrcnl 
Selective Service polides d1c.;talc 
that fewer and fewer men will 
face possihle indul:lion. 
Tightening regulations and the 
elimination of certain deferments, 
however. also mean that those 
liahk tor the draft have fewer and 
po),sihl> more difficult choices 
than ever hdorc. But though the 
n um her of option~ is reduced, 
choke:, arc still available to these 
men. 
One of these option), which is 
lit I le understood 1s the 1-D 
deferment for college ROTC. The 
I D deferment is now availabk to 
any u111.lcrgraduatc t:nrolled in 
ROTC' who ~igns the "ROTC' 
Deferment Agreement". With the 
elimination of all new student 
(:!-SJ deferments the I D is one of 
L he few way~ an incoming 
freshman can get a dcfermt:nl. 
By signing the Deferment 
Agreement a man agrees to 
complete the basic.; ROTC course 
and to enroll in the advanced 
course. if accepted. He also agrees 
Lo accept a commission. if 
offered, and. if ordered, Lo serve 
on active duty for at least two 
years. 
This Deferment Agreement, 
however. is not a binding 
contract, and no military 
obligation is incurred by signing 
it. Military obligation is only 
incurred when the student signs a 
"Reserve Contrac..l" at the 
beginning of the junior year. 
The 2-S, or regular 
undergraduate deferment is only 
ava ilahle to men who have 
qualified as full-time students 
prior to the summer session of 
)·971. Formerly a secure 
sanctuary for college students, a 
2-S is no longer obtainable by 
students entering school after the 
cited cutoff date. 
Likewise, a 1-S (cJ, a deferment 
postponing a draft for otherwise 
non-deferred students for one 
ca I en d a r ye a r, is n o Io ngcr 
available. Instead. students faced 
with possible induction during the 
a<:ademk year can defer induction 
until the end of the semester or 
quarter in which the induction 
order was issued. Graduating 
seniors. however, an~ able to 
postpone induction until the 
wmpletion of the full year. 
Anyone with questions about 
the draft is urged to see a 
c.:ounsclor in person for the 
addrcss of one near to you. 
1:ontact The ('c,1tral Committee 
for Conscit:ntious Obje<:tors 
(CC'C'O) at any of the following 
addresses: 2016 Walnut St .• 
Philadelphis. Pa. 19103 711 S. 
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111. 60605: 
I 40 Leavenworth St., San 
Fr,,ndsco, California 94102: 1460 
Pennsylvania St., Denver, Colo. 
80203; or 734 Monroe Drive, 
N.E .• Atlanta, Ga. 30308. 
we·ve got so much to delight the senses in our converted 
mansion or a 19th century mlhonaire complete with nostalgic 
overhead Ian$. stained glass Tiffany shades, flickering fire-
places. and :nt,mate hand-holding private dining nooks. 
Mission Impossible! 
Our bartenders make the hollest Irish Coffees and the coldest 
Frozen Banana Daiquiris Besides all the usual intoxicants. 
Turback·s has a lew of its own. Like the Between-the-Sheets 
with rum. brandy and assorted delicacies. And the Misson 
Impossible with a combination ol three rums from Jamaica. 
Puerto Rico and Guatamala. 
Help yourself to our popcorn machines: 
You·11 feel like a kid in a candy store. 
Night owl special 
Weekend dinners 'Iii 12 midnight. The owner 1s an insomniac. 
Oh, yes. The food! 
We'll tempt you with complementary Shrimp Cocktail Salads. 
lavish you with Roasted Prime Ribs or other great entrees. 
and indulge you in a bottle of wine from our incredibie cellar. 
So what are you waiting for? lt"s all at TURBACK'S. On Route 
13 just five minules from downtown. 
272-6484 
Mo/j ·Visits ltlJatJt11 
by Gregg Glaser 
The Mob came to Ithaca this 
past weekend. street and faked a beating of him. They left him lying face down on 
the pavement. 
An Ithacan photographer wa, 
escorted from the theatre by .1 
powerful gangster, also. 
At around l: 30 p.m. on 
Saturday two cars slowly pulled 
up in front of the Temple theatre, 
where "The Godfather" is 
currently playing. Two 
grim-looking men dressed in dark 
suits and white ties emerged from 
I 9 36 and 1949 black Cadillac 
sedans. They carefully eyed the 
line of people waiting to enter the 
theatre while their cars drove 
away and then returned a few 
moments later and unloaded a 
The Mob concluded ih 
business when six innocen1 
bystanders (also part of the act 1 • · 
who were waiting to enter the 
theatre had their tickets tak,·n 
away by gangsters. The Mob then 
gathered its forces, and with their 
molls in their arms the gangster~ 
crossed the street and left the 
photo by Gregg Glaser 
" Just another crazy college stunt": I.C. "mobsters" 
visit the Ithaca Theatre. 
group of about 12 people. The Temple. 
pin-striped suits and white ties on The crowd wailing to sec the 
the men and the I 940's style dress movie reacted to the mobstl•r; 
on the women identified the spectacle with great indiffcrenr,· 
group as gangsters and their molls. The <:ommcnts th~· "reporter," 
The Mob had arrived. g'ot on tape consisted mostly ui 
This Moh. however, was "No<:omment". A few person~,n 
actually a group of IC students the <:rowd seemed a'mused at the 
working on a project for an Intro . event, while others thought it WJ, 
to Communications course. The just another crazy college stu111. 
Mob. organized by Ed Karsch, Perhaps the strongest 1:ommcn1 of 
Sharon Messinger. Bill Froehlich, all was that of an elderly lad)' who 
Carol Silver and Craig Mikhitarian, exclaimed. "They're all dope 
was conducting research on freaks. I can smell pot on thl'lr 
people's reactions to unusual breaths!" 
situations. After obtaining 
permission from the police and 
theatre manager and being loaned 
the old cars hy. Ed Aldrich of 
Cooks Cadillac. the Mob staged 
their gangster scene. 
Sharon Messinger explain,·J 
that the group wanted io stage ;111 j 
event that was original and woulJ 
involve a large audience. It w,1, 
thought that this gangster scene·' 
enacted in front of a crowd going 
to sec a gangster movie would he 
effective because it would be Jn 
unusual situation dealing with J 
realistic event. 
Three fake rcport'ers were also 
included in the act. Carrying tape 
recorders, they tried to obtain 
con1ments on the event from the 
crowd waiting to see the movie 
and from the gangsters. However, 
they only succeeded in getting 
themselves forcibly removed from 
the scene by the gangsters. 
Three of the gangsters took 
one of their associ..•t,·~ across the 
Sharon said she and the group 
believe people have be<:omc ,,, 
apathctk that even the unusu.il t 
creates very little reaction amon~ 
the masses. She said of the group. 
"We 'vc all become aware of a la<.-~ 
of awareness on the part of th, 
populace." 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
Specialiai,.. J11 
ALL SMOKERS' SUPPLIES 
PAPE;R BOUND BOOKS 
· PIPE REPAIRS 
MAGAZINES 
NEWSPAPERS 
Nest to Str••• neater 
Looli: for the orange awninga 
-~18 E. STATE ST. 
,.. 
,, , .· ·!,., .r .. 
ta.,I.TT Co~glomerate'.: 
Far Beyo,ra-_··· ·· t; .••• 
T.elecommunications 
by Martin GeUen 
Pacific News Serve/LNS 
The present scandarover deals 
made between the International 
T d e p h o n e a n d T e I e gr a p h 
Corporation ( ITT). and high 
officials of the Nixon 
. \Jministration offers a glimpse 
111to the way that government and 
bq; business intermesh on an 
ci·i:ryday basis. The private 
!Jll'etings conducted by JIT 
ol ficials with deputy Attorney 
General Richard Kleinienst and 
:\l torney General John Mitchell, 
re. by Kleindienst's own 
·onfession, "not unusual at all." 
Kkinienst, · awaiting confirmation 
~ head .of the Department of 
ustice; claims "it's a very 
·ommon·occurance" for members 
1f Congress to telephone or write 
hl' Department on behalf of 
·orporatc constituents, adding 
"\Ve have a responsibility to 
pl·rmit that kind of thing to 
1,,ur." 
Top Defense Contractor 
Large corporations like IIT 
whose annual revenue is almost 
, hig as the Gross National 
'r,,tluct of Greece) depend on the 
cJi:ral government for a wide 
.mi:ty of "services" in order to 
n·p their profits growing. 
Jnkcd among the top 25 defense 
·tintractors in the country, ITI 
~, pulled in an average of 
~40,000,000 a year in military 
·ontracts over the past four yeijf,'i, 
r, ~uhsidiary, Levitt and Sons, 
a, received multi-million dollar 
,:,.:arch and development 
·ontracts from the Department of 
lousing and Urban Development 
duch are aiding the company in 
·rcJting 'a commercial market for 
rs mass-produced homes. 
ITT controls foreign 
n1cstments of more than $2.2 
billion through more than 200 
subsidiaries in Europe, Latin 
America, the Middle East and 
Asia, and as a result, depends on 
the U.S. gove1 nment ior military 
and financial aid. The U.S. 
Agency for International 
Development currently insures up 
to 70% of ITT's investments in 
telephone companies throughout 
Latin America, Iran and Southeast 
Asia (mainly in Thailand). In the 
past, ITT has filed claims against 
the Federal government for the 
loss of telephone companies 
seized by nationalist and socialist 
regimes in Peru, Cuba Ecuador, 
Chile and even in the People's 
Republic of China. 
One Of Largest Conglomerates 
One of the biggest corporate 
constituents of American 
government, ITT is also one of the 
largest of the new giant 
''conglomerates". Conglomerates 
arc corporations engaged in 
business activities covering many 
distinct markets, unrelated to one 
another and ITT thus now 
extends far beyond 
t e le-communications into paper 
processing. rental and lease 
services. automotive parts, life 
insurance, food services. 
housing ... the list includes 
diverse activities in 6 7 countries 
on six i.:ontinents. 
Most large corporations in the 
U.S. are conglomerates in some 
degree, hut "pure" conglomerates 
like ITT have risen to the stature 
of super-corporations on the crest 
of a $30 billion wave of mergers 
which made the I 960's the 
greatest of all periods of business 
consolidation in American 
history. 
Between 1960 and 1970, for 
example, ITT increased its assets 
through mergers· from $811.4 
Part 444: .. Herman Gets Blitzed" 
After listening to Wotcha 's insane plan to conquer the world by 
npping off all of the jeans and making it impossible for anyone to 
ll'ave .his room, Herman let a soft grin creep over his ruddy face 
( the exact hue of Shelby suedecloth jeans). "It will never work, Ms. 
~kCaUit, because there will always be more jeans at the MR. GUY 
,hop!" "Heavens to Norman Mailer!" Wotcha shrieked. "You pigs. 
arc all alike!" She spun her screaming Subaru into a death-defying 
U across 96-B and speeded back towards the sparkling metrapolis 
of Ithaca. "But 111 fix you all," she babbled, "I will blitz the MR. 
c;uy shop and when I'm through no Levi will be left intact!" "I'm 
afraid you're wrong," Herman countered, "For even now my hand 
1
, firmly clenched around your stick shift!" 
Will Wotcha 's diabolical plan -succeed? Or will Herman be able! 
to shift her attention to Nicer things (like the full selection of Levi I 
J~ans which fit both women and men). And what about the rice? 
Mi.an DIOP 
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million to almost $6.5 billion. 
This phenomenai growth gave ITT 
the distinction of acquiring far 
· more capital assets than any other 
conglomerate corporation during 
·that period. In addition. its profits 
rose from $30 million in 1960 to 
over $350 million in 1970, 
making it the eighth largest 
corporJtion in the Uni_ted States. 
Like other conglomerates, ITT 
achieved this fantastic rate of 
growth not through investment in 
new productive plants, equipment 
and facilities, but through buying 
up leading companies of different 
industries. The most lucrative of 
tlH·s,: ITT acquisitions werl·: 
Federal Ekctric and Gillifan Co .. 
( large defrn~e contractors in 
California I: Continental Baking 
Company, ( the lead mg producer 
of bakery goods in the U.S .. 
mJkers of Wonder Bread, Hostess 
Twinkies. etc): Levitt and Sons, 
( th,: largest honll' builder 111 the 
nation). Avis (thl· second large~! 
rl·nt-a-car servil·e in the U.S.): 
Hartford rirL' anti C'asualt~ 
Insurance Company, lone of th,: 
niuntry's leading insurance 
com panics): and The Sheraton 
Corporation of America, (thl' 
I a rgest owner and operator ol 
· guest rooms in the U.S. anti 
Canada). 
' ITT also owns and operates thl' 
Airport Parking Company of 
America, "one of the world's 
large~t parking companies", with 
more than 200 facilities at major 
airports and downtown locations, 
in cl uding hotels anc! hospitals. 
Anti of course, ITT bone of the 
world's largest manufacturers of 
tele-com munications 
equiprnent-·most of it made now 
in Europe-and owns telephone 
companies and wire services 
around the world. Along with 
AT&T, ITT holds a h1g chunk of 
stock in INTELSAT. the 
international co111111unit.:al1ons 
satellite system. 
Nixon's election in 1'168 
generated a dramatic increas,: 111 
mergers, pushing the annual rail' 
THE 
LONDON PROGRAM 
·The Department of Foreign Study is 
now accepting applications for_ the 
IC Honor Program. 
But! Places will not be available for long. 
For Information and Applic~tions, contact 
EJ. Vincent, Dir.For.Study 
Muller#210 274-3311 
OR 
Mrs. Kathie Stevens 
Muller#218 
-a semester or two in London 
-costs--about the same as costs on campus. 
-courses in humanities and sciences 
-Guest Lecturer Program 
i , nni~.~'4.,l~1ii,._ fo 
ITT Purchases 
Hartford Ins. 
continued from page 9 
"Conventions all over America 
are bought all the time by 
business communities, and 
everyone in this room knows it," 
steamed Senator Roman Hruska 
( R. Neb.), exasperated after two 
weeks of hearings about the 
up to its all-time peak in early brings.in $88 million to ITT and' $400,000 for the Republican 
1969. American business \_:Vhen the merger was approved it National Convention in exchange 
apparently belil•ved that the new became the biggest in U.S. for comfortable settlement of the 
Ad ministration would be more history. According to arguments. ITT anti-trust suit. The Senate 
friendly towards business. The that were supposedly used, if the hearing room broke up, laughing 
Democrats hadn't been so merger didn't take place it would in embarassment. It was like a 
unfriendly. either. From 1960-72 damage the corporation's. credit scene from The Emperor's New 
there were oYl'r 1:?,000 mergers rating which would eventually· Clothes. 
but in no year were there as many have ··some indiret:t negative But the JTT 5.candal is a 
as 100 suits filL•d hy the Anti-trust effect upon ITT's balam:e of potential campaign issue-in fact 
Division. paymentscontributions." one Washington columnist 
Acquired Hartford Fire Ins. The Scandal suggested that Senator Edward 
Smce huying up companies b Most recently, Washington and Kennedy's questioning in the 
vital to mamtaining the annual ITT have become embroiled under hearing room could do more for 
I O'k growth rate in profits whi.:h what may be the really big scandal his campaign than 15 sweaty 
distinguishes ITT, its executives of the Nixon administration (as primaries. 
ha\'l' tried to pull every string opposed to an atrocity like the air ••••• 
availahle 111 order to get their war over Indochina) and a juicy 
h1ggest of all acquisition;, 1s~ue for the Democrats. And 
Hartlo1J hre, approved 111 Nixon with all his mnate and 
Washington. well-practiced public relations 
It wa~ Fd1x G. Rohatyn, an abilitie~ may have a hard time 
ITT L>1rector and investment pullingoutofthisone. 
Footnote 
An interesting footnote: A 
book cxpeeted out next month by 
a vice presiden l of ITT is called 
ThL' Art Of GettinK Your Own 
Sweet Way. 
Two New hanker. who arranged the meeting It all siarted when : yndicated of ITT officials with Klemdienst columnist Jack Anderson printed 
and Mclaren of the Department a memo in hL~ column written by 
of Justice\ Anti-trust Division. Dita Beard. the chief Washington 
Rohatyn explained that Harold lobbyist for ITT, to W.R. Board Nominees 
Geneen. President and Board Merriam. the head of ITT's 
Chairman of ITT, believed that Washmgton office. It talked about 
the Anti-trust people in the "our noble comm1ttment"-that 
Justke Department were "out to is. S400.000 that ITT agreed to 
dc~truy thc company, the put uptoguaranteethatthecity 
e..:onomy. and the nation" and of San Diego would gel the 
that. thcrctore. the ITT ..:h1ef Republican National Convention 
wo u Id havt· to con tad "every ( that means that if Republicans 
governmt·nt official he o.:ould talk couldn't raise enough money 
to." I o ca 11 y . ITT. l hr o ugh a 
What resulted was a more than ~ u h s i d i a r y S her a t on 
favorahle settlement for rrr from Hotels- would pay the diffrrence. 
tin: Justice Depart'ment. ITT wa~ up to S400.000) 
;1llowt·d to keep Hartford You sec. Nixon desperately 
Insurance only 11 it divested itst:lf wanted the Convention to be in 
within two years of the Canteen San Diego. He ha~ called the city 
Company I a national operator of "my luck city" - conservative San 
vending machine~). and the Fire Di c go County and equally 
Protection Division of the Grincll reactionary neighboring Orange 
(' or po r a l i on ( a major County gave Nixon his biggest 
manufac.turer of water sprinklmg victory in the country. More than 
systems). In addition. ITT must half the amount that he won by 
also sell off four ol it~ other came from t hest: two counties. So, 
holdings witl1111 the next three though the city of ·san Diego 
yeJT~: Avis, Levitt & Som,. wasn·r all that excited about 
Hamilton Life Insurance, ;rnd ITT having what they expected to be a 
Life ln~urance. repeat of Chicago I '16X on their 
It was Hartford Fire In- home territory, they started 
surance ITT was particular- gelling into it when the White 
Jy interested in. Hartford, Housc~l the screws on. 
·~ 
' 
• We 1nvUe you to browse 
tnru our fr.ame department 
CO-OP SHOIIPDIG 
CINTlll/ffHACA, N. Y. 
EMERGENCY ADJUSTMENTS 
CONTACT LENSES 
272-0994 
A former associate of the 
Phillips Foundation and an Ithaca 
College alumnus have been 
nominated to the Board of 
Trustees, it was revealed to the 
press last week with the 
acquisition of a confidential 
memo circulated among the 
trustees. 
The memo, in the form of a 
recommendation, named Charles 
Moss, presently President of the 
New York -City based Wells, Rich 
.and Greene Advertising agency 
Jnd Gloria Hobbs, formerly an 
Associate Dean of Evening and 
Continuing Education at Bronx 
Community College as prospective 
appointees to the Board. 
Moss, 33 years old. is a former 
IC student and Miss Hobbs is a 
Black who was involved with the 
Phillips Foundation and received 
the personal endorsement of 
President Ellis Phillips. 
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T omplcins County Jail 
and deputies. But Sullivari, liker.;~ · -, .. • ~ ..... 
everyone else concerned with the 
charges, is playing it cool. All he• 
would reveal Tuesday night was 
that he believes it is legal to use 
mace on prisoners. Undergoes Prisoner Profe$f So the situation remains the 
Tompkins County Jail houses same. Little will be done for the 
people from Ithaca and other inmates. An official inquiry will ' 
residents from the county. It is probably result in punitive 
situated in town and if you arc measures for those involved while 
going to the library, museum or a certain immediate response was, 
the stores in the area, it is likely "isolation" and possibly worse. 
that you will drive or walk right But nobody really knows. 
by Steve Kavee 
News of a rebellion by the 
prisoners interred in· the 
Tompkins County Jail surfaced 
Tuesday morning after being 
deliberately suppressed by the 
Sheriff's Department for close to 
two weeks. 
Just before noon on Tuesday, a 
listener editorial from the Ithaca 
Bail Fund arrived at radio station 
WTKO. It stated concisely that on 
the evening of, March 31 about 12 
inmates at the Tompkins County 
Jail refused to re-enter their cells 
r or c ve n in g lock-in. -Although 
confined to only one tier of the 
1ail, · a deputy sheriff .on duty 
rcpoTtedly called on other 
Jeputies from throughout the 
,·ounty for assistance when the 
rnmatcs continued their 
resistance. Mace was reportedly 
u,ed and the result was that one 
inmate was blinded for scvcrnl 
hours. The odor from the 
d1cmical tear-gas concentrate, 
,ks1gned for direct use on human 
,kin, lingered for several days. a 
result of the large amounts used in 
the incident. 
/\ call to Assistant Sheriff 
Robert Jones confirmed that an 
l1prising had indeed occured on 
\larch 31. He said that he felt the 
charge that deputies were 
.. 
by the red brick building on Court The Sherriff's Office set out in· 
'Street without thinking about the a deliberate effort to block the ; 
life inside. media off from this news. This 
The underlying causes for the almost successful Jttempt is in 
1 
action by the dozen men in that fact the best strategy law 
building was a result of the usual enforcement officials can employ · 
situation in jail. Food quality is when dealing with prisoner· 
low. and the only alternative, the rebellions. The inmates' basic. 
commissary. has poor service, purpose in rising up against the' 
often not delivering orders on intolerable conditions is not only 
time. It was also reported that one to refute the authority of the· 
.inmate recently injured himself guards, but to create a situation 
and was not given medical that will publicize and bring 
attention. lnduded in the attentiontotheirlifeinjail.That 
grievances were the usual tableau was a goal in Attica. it was a goal 
of forced bedding of inmates on in Tompkins County. and il will 
floors, without mattresses and continue to he goals in all the 
infrequent access to showers, prisons and jails in this eountry. 
shaves, and changes of clothing. The resistance will not stop uni ii 
No comment was made from the the real change~ in the A1m:ncan · 
mobilized around the county was Sheriff's Department. system of vengeani.:e create human. 
"exaggerated": however. he also Keeping It Cool respect for humans. And just as 
stated that he had not been As is the case with almost all the rebellions continue. law 1 
aroundatthetimeoftheincident incidents involving alleged enforcement officials will 
and would not give specifics. negligence, the question of who is continUl' to suppress thl' truth· 
It Can't Happen Here to hlame remains offieially with the hopes that people will! 
Inmate resistance to poor living u n res o Ive d u n ti I the remain complacent. But this time' 
conditions in jail is not a new "Investigation". County District it happened here, not in a faraway 
phenomenon. However, it rarely is Attorney William Sullivan has city. but hl·re among people that 
evidenced as a l~~a~.'.1.ct~?J~. The·· issued s~_bpoepas to both inmates ,:--no. doubt a lot~!· _I;!~ ~now . 
CLASS OF 1972 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
( For \1e1nhers and hn1nediate Fan1ilies) 
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SPAIN 
MAY 19- 27 
$299 • 
Plus 10%, Tax & Services Per Person - Oo.uble Occupancy 
*Round Trip .let 
*Deluxe .,4ccommodations.' 
*Sight seeing.' 
*Break.fast & Dinner Daily.' 
*Free Golf.' 
*Cocktail Parties 
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14. Israeli night will be held in the Commons at Cornell at 8:00 p.m. · · · ~-
"Cast a Giant Shadow·• will be shown in the Rec Room at IC at 8:00 
p.in. on Sunday. April 16. On Sunday through Wednesday, April 
· I o-19. there will be an Art Show in the multi-purpose room of the 
North Campus Union, C'omell. The Israeli Dance group meets at 
Annabel Taylor Hall, Cornell. at 7:30 p.m. And on Wednesday, April 
I 9, Music Professor David Berman of IC will speak on "Jewish Folk 
Music". The lecture-performance begins at 8 :00 p.m. in the Union 
Lounge at IC. More events for next week will appear in next week's 
Notes. 
At Walter Ford Hall 
Another full schedule at Walter Ford Hall has been planned and 
the publit: is invited to all concerts. Tonight at 8:15 p.m., chamber 
music of Ludwig van Beethoven will be performe_d by faculty 
musicians. On Friday, April 14, at 8: 15 p.m., a preview of the Ithaca 
College Orchestra ·s forthcoming Lincoln Center concert will be given 
under the direction of Thomas Michalak. The orchestra will perform 
at Lincoln Center on April 22. Earlier that day, at I :00 pm., there 
wi,1 be a student program featuring students on the flute, clarinet, 
piano, and ,several vocalists. At 2:00 p.m. on Saturday, April 15, 
Juhc Along on viola, and Jerry Natoli on bass trombone will feature 
a joint recital. Later that same day, at 4:00 p.m .• soprano Patricia 
Saumsiegle will present her junior_ recital. On Sunday, April 16, at 
2:00 p.m., Grace Moore will be featured in a graduate recital. At 
4:00 p.m. on Sunday. Robert Specht on cello and Richard Jaynes, 
performed on Monday, April 17. at 8: 15 p.m. Original compositions 
by IC students will be featured on Tuesday, April 18, at 8: I 5 p.m. 
At 4:30 p.m .• on Wednesday, April 19 students on the viola, cello, 
piano, violin. and nute will be presented at a student recital. And on 
Wednesday, April 19, at 8:15 p.m., the IC C'om:crt Band conducted 
by Edward Gobrecht will perform. ' 
New WICB-TV Staff 
The Telcvi~1on Department has chosen the followmg students to 
head the TV staff for for the 197 2-73 school year: Jc~sc Heimlich, 
manager: Barry Loper, assistant station manager: fal Libonatia is 
program director: and Steve Shiekman 1s assistant program director. 
Oth,.·r staff members arc Gmny Partridge. Nancy ('arrey. Laura 
Jacobson. Mark Cutten. and Terry Seigel. The management hopes to 
increase thl' quality of production and incorporate the other 
department~ here at IC'. with special emphasis on the talents of the 
Drama-Speech depart mcnt. 
IC Public Theater Presents 
"The Canterbury Talcs" will he presented by the Ithaca College 
Puhhc Thl·ater in thl' Union Rec Room, Friday and Saturday, April 
14-15, with shows at 7:15 and 10:30 p.m. Tickets will he sold tor 
S 1.00 tor all students with ID cards. 
Spring Swim Show 
"The Catalina~··. the participants of the IC Synchronized 
Swimming C'luh. will present their spring show in the pool at the Hill 
Center. Three show~ will he performed at 8:00 p.m. on April 13-15. 
The show is cntitkd .. Frozen Fantasy" and includes 12 numbers. 
School Rep To Be Here 
All students wishing to have an interview with the following 
represcntat ive must sign up t'or a specif ii.: appointment prior to the 
visit. Sign-ups will take place in the Career Plans Office on the third 
floor of the Egbert Union.' On Monday. April 17. a representative 
from the J-Villagc School District. of Setauket, Long Island will be 
on campus from <J-4:30 p.m. 
Plea From Cancer Society 
Yesterday, thousands of daffodils arrived in Ithaca, ready to 
bloom in the city and surrounding ari:a tomorrow and Saturday. On 
those days, the Tompkins County Unit of the American Cancer 
Society will present the bright !lowers to everyone who donates 
funds for cancer research, local programs and services for cancer 
_patient~. The local chairmen fur the project arc Ronnie Stein, of 
Cornell. and Diane DcRosa, a sophomotJ.!.at lthaca..Collcgl,!.. 
Seminar On India - · 
A ~cminar 011 ,oc1:il ch:ingcs Ill India :ind its 111flucn.:e a~ a power 
block 111 A~1a will bl· held Saturday, April I 5. at Elmira Colkgc for 
facult} ,llld ~lutknh from It' ,md olhl·r mcmbcr l'Ollcgcs in the 
Colkgc ( \:nll'f of lhl' Finger Lakl·~. Dr. (;,iry Ouchi, CC'FL l'Xecutivc 
d1rcctor. c·xplallll'd that 1111~. thl· t1r~t ol tlHcl' ~cminar~. will .:enter 
,iround till' thc·mc·. "lmtability and lfrvolut1on in lhc Dl•vcloping 
World." "l11d1.i Find~ llcr~clt" will begin al I (l:00 a.m. and "lndi;i as 
.1, :\~1an Powc·r·· will come· under ,tudy Ill ,1 I :30 p.m. panel 
• 
IN ONE EAR 
by Ward H. Silver Taylor's more acoustic version. Moreover, jazzmen 
It's albums like C"ld Blood's First Taste of Sin Donny Hathaway contributes two songs, 'Valdez 
(Reprise) that make reviewing both easy and In The Country,. and "You Had To Know" in 
enjoyable. A fusion of rock, big band and jazz, addition to his overall arrangement of the album. 
Cold Blood is like the solar system-eight distinct The former combines some nice piano and bass 
musicians,_ revolving around a body of explosive harmony with Lydia's deep and powerful vocal. 
energy-named Lydia Pense. Somewhere in between lies "Inside Your Soul" 
First Taste is nine songs, each of which sustains with Max Haskett doing the vocal supplemented 
a unique intensity bearing the mark of its author with a bossa nova beat and brash trumpet section. 
and complemented the. band. Some are flat out Likewise, "No .Way Home' is organist Paul 
heavy brass rockers. "Down To The Bone' is Matute's number. Starting out like Ray Charles' 
locked into Coke Escovedo 's frantic timbales and "What'd I Say ', it allows Danny Hull on tenor sax 
congas throughout and features a deadly bass line a pleasant solo. · 
by Rod Ellicot. "All My Honey" is a very tight first Taste Of Sin will surprise you. Few bands 
song with some great drumming by Sandy McKee of this nature can incorporate so many elements of 
and again strong bass. The opening brass in "My music so subtly and proficiently (Paul Butterfield s 
Lady Woman" will probably knock you off your \ Band comes to mind). 
ass. Lydia prevails as always with a gutsy voice! 
that makes it clear she ain't gonna take no shit 
from a mere handful of trumpets, saxes, guitars 
and drums. 
The band also has a feel for softer stuff. "Lo· 
And Behold·• with brass is a far cry from James 
BULLETIN BOARD 
Seminar: "The Total Synthesis of 
Campthothecin anc:I Analogues" (by 
James E. Quick, University of 
Pittsburgh) 
Thursday, April 13, 4:30 p,m., 
5·307 
Organlzatlonal Business Meeting for 
Vietnam Veterans Against the War 
(open to all veterans and supporters) 
Thursday, April 13, 8.00 p.m. 
F-107 
Israeli Dancing 
Thursday April 13, 8:30 p.m. 
Dance Studio, Hill Center 
Seeker Caucus 
Thursday, April 13, 10:00 p.m., 
Union Lounge 
Meeting for Quany Residents wishing 
to live In Valentine 
Thursday, April 13, 10:00 p.m., 
Quarry Dining Hall 
Shabbat Dinner 
Friday, April 14, 5:00 p.m., 
DeMotte Room, Egbert Union 
Shabbat Service 
Friday, April 14, 6:15 p.m., 
Rowland Hall Coffee House 
Student Advisor and Head Resident 
Spring Training 
Saturday, April 15, 9-4:00 p.m., 
Cayuga Prevetorium 
Catholic Mass 
Sunday, April 16, 11:00 a.m., 
Walter Ford Aud.; 5:00 p.m., 
Union Lounge 
Protestant Service 
Sunday, April 16, 11:00 a.m., 
Choral Room, Walter Ford Hall 
Three-Village Scho91 District 
Representative (Setauket, Long Island) 
Monday, April 17, 9·4:30 p.m., sign 
up on Career Plans Office 
Senior Pictures 
Monday-Friday, Apr,J 17·21, 
')-3:00 p.m., Union Rec Room 
Performing Arts Committee of SAB 
Monday, April 17, ~-7:00 p.m., Job 
Room, Egbert Union 
Room Sign-ups 
Monday, April 17, 6-10:00 p.m., 
Union Rec Room 
Hillel Meeting 
Monday, April 17, 8:30 p.m., 
DeMotte Room Egbert Union 
Gay Liberation Front Meeting 
Monday, April 17, 9:30 p.m., West 
Terrace Dining Hall 
Dance Sponsored by Gay Liberation 
Front 
Friday, April 14, West Terrace 
Dining Hall, $.75, beer and wine 
wlll be served. • 
Chemistry Seminar series 
Tuesday, April 18, 4:15 p.m., 
S-307 
Hillel Meeting 
Tuesday, April 18, 7-8:30 p.m., Job 
Room, Egbert Union 
Student Congress Meeting 
Tuesday, April 18, 7-9:00 p.m., 
Union Rec Room . 
Spring Weekend Committee Meeting 
Wednesday, April 19, 9-4:00 p.m., 
Library Lobby 
Hillel Practice Session 
Wednesday, April 19, 7-8:30 p.m., 
Job Room Egbert Union 
HIiiel Lecture: "Jt:wlsh Folk Music" 
(by or. David Berman, IC) 
Wednesday, April 19, 8:00 p.m., 
Union Lounge 
THEATRE 
Canterbury Tales 
Friday and Saturday, April 14·15, 
7:15 and 10:30 p.m., Union Rec 
Room, $1.50 
The Birthday Party 
Wednesday-Sunday, April 19·23, 
8: 15 p.m., Arena Theater, P.A. 
Building 
C1NEMA 
Cast A Giant Shadow 
Sunday, April 16, 8:00 p.m., Union 
EUROPE THIS. SUMMER 
DON'T TAKE A CHANCE ON AN ILLEGAL CHARTER. 
when you ca11 take ad11a11tage of the c11rre111 
Studelll I Youth Fares· any day of the week 011 
reliable scheduled airlines. Sample ro1111d-trip fares 
subject to Govemme11t approval. 
NEU' YORK TO LUXEl1'1BOURG 
NEW YORK/ BOSTON TO LONDON 
NEW YORK/ BOSTON TO ROME 
. COOK • GAUNTLETT 
A D1vls1on ot .... . 207 N. AURORA ST. 
:W,a ITHACA, N.V. 
FIRST NATIONAL - . 
/ITHACA 2 7 3 - 3 0 7 3 
MANO'S DINER 
GO.OB· HE"A R TY FQOD 
LOCAL- PRICES 
OPEN SUNDAY THROUGH THURS. 7am-2am 
FRIDAY & -SA TU RDA Y 7am till 3am 
• ri Roflll. ... p_/ent of Parking .. Always 
Rec Room 
Road Runner Festival (cartoons) 
Tuesday, April 18, 8:00 p,m, 
Crossroads 
MUSIC 
Faculty Chamber Music Recital 
Thursday, April 13, 8:15 p.m 
Walter Ford Hall 
Student Recital 
Friday, April 14, 1 :00 p.m., Walter 
Ford Hall 
IC College Orchestra concert (Thomas 
Michalak, conductor) 
FrJday, April 14, 8:15 p.m., Waite, 
Ford Hall 
Brian and Walt (folksingers) 
Friday, April 14, 9·12:00 midnight, 
Crossroads 
Joint Student Recital 
Saturday, April 15,, 2:00 p.m., 
Walter Ford Hall 
Junior Recital 
Saturday, April 15, 4:00 p.m. 
Walter Ford Hall 
Andy Mendelson (folksinger) 
Saturday, April 15, 9-12:00 
midnight, Crossroads 
Clarinet Recital 
Sunday, April 16, 2:00 p.m., Walter 
Ford Hall 
Student Recital 
Sunday, April 16, 4:00 p.m., Walter 
Ford Hall 
Phi Mu Alpha Spring Concert 
Monday, April 17, 8:15 p.1·, 
Walter Ford Hall 
Student Recital 
Tuesday, April 18, 8:15 pm. 
Walter Ford Hall 
Student Recital 
Wednesday, April 19, 4:30 p.n 
Walter Ford Hall 
IC Concert Band 
Wednesday, April 19, 8: 15 p.n 
Walter Ford Hall 
ATHLET/C'i 
Synchronized Swim Show: "Froze".,~: 
Fantasy" 
Thursday-Saturday, April 13-1,. 
8:00 p.m., Hill Center 
Golf vs. Hobart 
•Friday, April 14, 1.00 p., . 
Newman Golf Course 
J.V. Baseball vs. Colgate 
(dot.1bleheader) 
Saturday, April 15, 2:00 p, 
Fresdman Field 
Varsity Lacrosse vs. R IT 
Saturday, April 15, 2:00 P-" 
Freshman soccer field 
Tennis vs. Hartwick 
Saturday, April 15 2:00 p.m .. 1c 
courts 
Varsity Baseball vs. Cortland 
Wednesday, April 19, 3:00 P·'", 
Freeman field 
Varsity Lacrosse vs. Alfred 
Wednesday, April 19 3:30 p ,., · 
Freshman soccer field 
, A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
HICKEY'S 
Music Stor~. 
201 South Tioga St. 
ithaca 272 - 1262 
---- ·~·~,· 
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D t· a 111 a 
Canterbury Tales 
- by Andy Sekel 
.. "I have a noble cock, it crows at break of 
d~y ... " 
Geoffrey Chaucer had a dirty mind-only he 
was more honest about ii than many of us care to 
be. His risque "Canterbury Tales", considered 
classic literature, were transformed some years ago 
into a musical. Utilizing the Steward's, Wife of 
Bath's, Merchant's and Miller's tales as a basis, the 
London-originated production became a hit in the 
home country while only faring moderately in~the 
U.S. The Ithaca College Public Theatre decided 
this year to produce "Canterbury Tales" and has 
almost brought the task to fruition. 
Most important, let it be understood that there 
should be no comparison of this production with· 
any product of our drama department. The IC 
Public Theatre utilizes talent from all walks of 
college life and works on a limited budget. While 
many drama students do participate, a good many 
cast members have had no dramatic experience or 
, training. On top of this the production is being 
: done in as unlikely a place as the Rec Room of the 
I Union, the ICPS having been unable t ~- cure 
either of the IC Theatres. The negative r. -,ints, 
though, are offset by one simple fact-the kids 
putting on this show want to do it-and it shows. 
Actually experiencing an actor's emotion is an 
abstract thing. It means different things to 
different people. It can differ greatly in degree. To 
me, it's a tingling feeling, sort of like a spinal 
orgasm, that I get when I see someone performing 
in an exemplary manner. Thea Ramsey, as the 
rowdy Wife of Barb completely dominates 
everyone else when she is on stage. I suggest that 
when she's on, you don't need lights, she'll make 
her· own. Miss Ramsey's char-.icterization is 
letter-perfect as she immerses herself in it with a 
complete earthiness whether carousing or narrating 
her own tale. John Muller as the Miller and Bill 
Errigo in a variety of parts also add life to the 
show. While Muller's drunken Miller is consistently 
laughable throughout, Errigo 's male rakes don't 
quite pack the sexual wallop they should. 
lngenue's Sue Grubb and Cam Moody display 
attractive and lively figures as well as fine voices. 
But the most beautiful voice of the evening 
belonged to Kristen Persley as the Prioress. 
Though not impressed with her acting, 1 must say 
that her singing provided pure audial ecstasy. 
Andrea Director as the Nun is a perfect 
counterpart for Miss Persley, and their duets arc 
just lovely. Sue Dillman as Guinevere, Carolyn 
Conanico as Proscrpina, and Ruth DiPasquale as 
-the Old Hag all display a marvelous sense of comic 
timing. Jim Kaufman turns m fine performances as 
the Squire, John and the Knight in the Wife of 
no~·1 
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pnoto by Barb Goldberg 
Bath's Tale but didn't capture the flavor of a 
country bu~pkin at all as A bsilon in the Miller's 
Tale. David Cash played each of ~is parts muc~ the 
same unfortunately changing dialects, sometimes 
in the middle of the part. Elliott Jay Novak's 
Merchant, termed as the non-part, seemed as such. 
David Winogr.id's knight lacked the age inherent in 
the part, but his King Arthur was amusingly 
satirical. Steve Gutterman and Alan Orlof made a 
fine comedy team as the Summoner and Pardoner 
and provided some of the real belly laughs of the 
show. Earl McCarroll's fine manner and voice were 
quite effective as Chaucer and David Freiberg's 
fine singing voice well served the part of the Host. 
The humor of "Canterbury Talcs" is mostly of 
the sexual nature, and Director John Kroner has 
embellished many of the naughty lines with visual 
tricks. Though the show 1s .somewhat slow-paced 
due to its wordiness, Patricia Pickering's 
choreography and a lively chorus actively 
conveyed the lustiness of the Pilgrims. 
Since 1 am reviewing this show two days before 
opening, I 'II note that I think the orchestra under 
Ray Willard will be together by the time the show 
opens on Friday, and most of the technical 
problems should be ironed out. 
"Let's go merry to Canterbury, it's Canterbury 
Day." That's a good suggestion for the weekend. 
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Study in London? 
There is still room for several students in next year's "Study in 
London" program. Anyone interested should contact the Foreign 
Studies Director, Ed Vincent. · 
NP= JC' TV Shu,-.: A new Black arr form ""TV show 'w111 oe taping its first show next 
week. The singing group, "Quintessence," will be per[_orming with 
members of the Jazz Lab. Vinnie Deale will be hosting the show. If 
you would like to be a part of the live TV audience, come down to 
the TV studios in the P.A. Building at 10:00 p.m., April 19. Due to 
space limitations, seating will be limited to the first 24 people, so 
please be on time. 
Problem Pregnancy Training Session 
An empathy training session for volunteers who wish to aid and 
counsel Tompkins County area women with problem pregnancies 
will be held on April 26, a Wednesday, and Wednesday, May 3, from 
7:30-10:00 p.m. The sessions will he held at the Lutheran Church at 
109 Oak Avenue. The program. under the sponsorship of the 
Alternatives in Probh:m Pregnancies organization. commonly known 
as Alternative. will be conducted by Reverend John J. Scherer, 
senior pastor of the Campus Lutheran Church and Lutheran chaplain 
at Cornell University. 
Awards at WICB 
Three student productions from the IC Divi~n- of 
Communications were awarded top honors at the Alpha Ej?silon 
Rho. National Honorary Telcv1sion-Rad10 Fraternity, National 
Convention in Chicago. In the category of one-mmutc commercials. 
a second-place was awarded lo the radio station ( Rosebud 
Restaurnnt ), as well as a third pake in the same category ( American 
Optimetrics Society). Both entries were produced hy John Kosian. 
"Media with ·a Mes.'iage". a 60-minute special featuring Ro'd Serling, 
produced hy Harvey Zvansky. won third place honors in thc 
video-tape general entertainment category. Student repn.-sentatives 
at the convcntion were Robert Cohan and Patricia Gangi. 
Grant Given to Departments 
The IC Biology Department has heen awarded a $6,150 
undergraduate resean:h grant by the National Science Foundation. 
Four students will be chosen by the department to work on 
independent research project over the summer. The Chemistry 
Department received another grJnt from the NSF. also, This granl 
$7,440, will also enable four sl udenls to work on independent 
projects over the summer. 
Library Sale 
A tiooksale will he held on the first floor lohby of thc library on 
Wednesday, April I 9. The sale will he held from ',-4:00 p.m·. and 
books on travel, science, drama, Polar Exploration. Natural History, 
and some fiction will he sold. Also a limited supply of pla~tic 
bookends will sell for S.25. 
All Invited to "Birthday Party" 
"The Birthday Party" will be opening next Wednesday, April 19, 
in the Arena Theatre in the P.A. Building. The cu,tain gocs up at 
8: 15 p.m. through Sunday, April 23. All students with IC' ID cards 
will be admitted free. 
Israel Week ls Here 
The Israel Cultural Committee is sponsoring several events over 
the next IO days which will celebrate lsratl Weck. Tonight, at 
Annabel Taylor Hall, Cornell, C'hava Albertstein, a world famous 
Israeli performer, will be in concert at 8:00 p.m. Transportation 
from the Hillel office lo Cornell will be provided. On Friday, April 
·' 
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The Trouble With Food 
by Dudley Giehl 
Nothing i~ more i.:rucl or, 
ha n cful than the u~c of dead 
animal flt:sh in our diet. Raising 
animab for mass l'Onsumption 
nl·c.·cssitate~ extensive use of 
antibiotic~. d1cthylstilbcstrol, 
tranquilizers. high kvels of DDT, 
and such deadly poi~on~ as arsenii.: 
l u.wd 111 "~al..:" do~cs), sodium 
mtrate. and sodium nitrite. This is 
only a partial list of chemii.:als to 
he• tound in meat. Rcahllng that 
most people cat meat. we fccl you 
should know whal these chcmii.:al~ 
arc u~ed for and the effect they 
haVl' on human~. 
Diethylstilbe~trol (DESI 
Antibiotics 
Many diseases are now 
contrulll!d by !hi! use of various 
antibiotii.:s that arl! given to "meat 
animals". Some of the drugs used 
for this purpose arc terramycin, 
hat:itra1:in, hygromycin B, 
oxytctre1:yclinc tyosm, neomydn, 
aureo 250. streptomycin, 
penicillm, tetracyclmc, chlortctra 
cydinc, and aureomydn. Aside 
from th c st,mdard vaccination 
~hots the animals receive each 
season, the,c antibiotic~ arc 
regularly mixed with their feed. 
Antihioti.:s arc also used to 
pr.omote growth and as a 
prescrvm!,! Jgcnt. 
S.:icnt1sts have warned that 
1.:ont1nued u~c ol ant1b1otics will 
1.:rc.•atc a rcs1stani:c to them and 
could have serious i:onsequencc~ 
fur pat1cn1' treated with sui.:h 
antihiotii.:s 111 severe 1llnc~~- The 
consequence~ of i.:ating meat with 
ant1bioll.: rc~1duc~ range from 
v10lcnt rcact1om, ( lor tho,e people 
with a low tolerani.:e to su1:h 
wow? UJ\\AT ~ ().Q~i:\T 
.drugs) to an acquired immunity to 
such drugs as penicillin or 
streptomycin. The Journal of the 
American Medical Association. 
states, "A method of developing 
sensitization is by administering · 
the agent in small repeated 
dosage. in the manner i>aralleling 
that of repeatedly ingesting food 
prescrYed with an antibiotic.'' A 
government task fori:e rl!cently 
(Jan. I 97 2) voiced strong 
criticism on the use of antibiotics 
111 meat. Their finding.\ were in 
ai.:1:ord wit·h previous studies 
which state that constant 
exposure to antibiotics could 
ma kc human disease organisms 
resistant to the drugs. Even worse, 
the report continues, we then may 
have new disease strains that arc 
immune to penicillin, tetracycline. 
and other ant ihiotil:s. The 
staphylococcus ("staph") germ 
ha~ already developed a resistance 
to antihioucs. Ir is sometime~ 
fatal. Interestingly enough, a 
maJor meat p:icking company in 
Sodium Nitrite, Sodium Nitrate 
Sodiwn Sulphite 
Sodium nitrite and sodium 
nitrate arc used as preservatives to 
retard the putrefaction process 
(that all meat is subject to) in 
sandwich meats such as 
frankfurters, salami, bologna,, 
sausage, etc. This type of meat 
may remain in the store for weeks 
before it is sold. Even with the use 
of these chemical preservatives, 
Consumer Reports magazine (Feb. 
197:!) found more than 46% of 
the samples ( of frankfurters) they 
tested has begun to spoil. Dr. 
Charles C Edwards, 
Commissioner of the Food and 
Drug Administration, in 
testimony before a House 
subcommittee ( March 1971) 
stated that sodium nitrite is 
pot c n tially dangerous to small 
d1ildren. can deform the fetuses 
of pregnant women. and 1:an cause 
serious damage lo anemic persons. 
He also stated that the use of this 
1:hemkal in meat h a possible 
A, far hack a~ I 'IS I. the FDA 
warned that the u,c ol sex 
hormone~ may i:ausc i.:ani.:cr and 
~tc.·nlit,. The use ol th•~ hormorw 
1~ banned III Canada and twenty 
othcr i:ountru:, in South Amcni.:a 
a n d E u r o p e T h c 111 ca t and 
i.:hen11cal lohh1e~ have prevented 
,uch a bJn m th1, .:ountry. An 
article III thl· lktohi.:r :11. I '171 
NC\~ York ·111111.:, stated. "Amon)! 
t l' 11 r u u t 1ncly ~ckctcd a1111nab 
teqcd hy the Departmcnt ol 
Agr1.:ulturc.· tl11~ month. DES 
rL·~1dUL'' up to 15.-l parb per 
hilhon were.· lound 111 c.·altk and 
rc~iduc, a, high ,1, :I I _l) part~ pc.·r 
hil11011 wc.·rc· lound 111 ·~hcc.•p." Dr. 
WI lh.1111 I:. Sn111 h. 111 ,1 puhl1.: 
heJnng . .:0111 mcntcd on the.· u~c of 
[) I·. S I n m ca t ~ a } 1 n g . .. ·1 h c.· 
cancl·r-producin)! llo,l' of 1111, drug 
appro,1d1c.·, the.• 111l1111tc~1111al." 
W~ ('f\l\ \)E 11' PILI. F (\OIV\ 1 1-\E. O~<JANIC, 
G,k",._, f>ltJtl noutt. FftoM TI-\E co-oP. 
1'Ll ..lUS'T ,oP ,,. off Wl'Tl-\ -
(' Jilk rrow IS'; fJ,ter and 
thc.·1r lood con~u111pt1on 1, 
dc.•crca~ed b\ l 2'.; when Dl·S 1, 
1111xcd wnh i1ic1r feL·tl. Thl' farmer 
111Jkc, an extra SI 2.00 profit for. 
ever~ I h n·nh \\ ort h ol DI-.S hL' 
u~c.·~- It 1, c.·,t1m,1tc·d that the.• price· 
of 111c.1t would nw a, mud1 a~ 
2s•:; 11 DES wa, banned 111 the 
ll.S. 
·1 h.: d1i.:1111c.·al l'Olllpa111e~ have a 
nl'W mark.:! ( a SI 00.000.000.000 
business). The .:atllc ran.:hcr not 
only saves money on feed. hut 
abo geh "hi~" a111111ab to market 
faster. The.· Amcri.:an public gcb 
"111expens1vc.··· meat and can.:cr. 
Arsenic 
Ar~l·111c 1,. ol .:our~c. a known 
poison. It 1~ u~ed 111 t hi.: feed of 
"Meat Animals" as growth 
st1111ulant. l\rscm.: compounth 
usc.·d .1~ lcc.·d additive~ mcludi.: 
arsi.:n1l1c a.:1d. ~odiu III arsomlatc. -
and J-nitro-4 hydraxyphen~I 
ar~o111.: acnl. 131a.:k·s VetL·rinary 
D1.:tionary ~ay~ this ot ar~cmc.·. 
... I he.· d1~po~al ol dun!! .:onta111111g · 
ar~cn1c residue~ from poultry_ 
hous.:s. cti.:.. may ai.:cordingly hl' 
frought with danger. 
:\dmin1~tcrl·d 111 small doses over a 
lung peril'd. ars~n1.: may give rise 
to canccr. 
Ar~cn1c 1~ abo the ma111 
c.·omponcnt or a ~ulution that •~ 
u~cd to "dip .. i:attlc and shccp to· 
nd them of n11tc~. t1.:ks. and other 
parasite~. The value.· ,>I "cowhide.··· 
(a by-product of the meat 
mdustryl 1~ greatly c.kcrcased 1f 11 
contains too many tll'k marks. 
.~ 1fj '~1_ 1J? Tf/)/:i )fl i:J7l}' 
MJlc,l-1111112 }Jf1.FL~1JJJ 
PSTATE'S LARGEST 10 SPEED SELECTION 
10 SPl:iD MLE $95.95 
Our amazing Inventory inl'ludea: 
Peugeot., Fuji., Gitane., Mercier., Atala 
We buy in volume ao 
e Won 1 t. Be Undersol 
fll.1111. 
...... 
-~ 
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the U.S. rccallcd its · "salami" 
(July I '171) when ii was found to 
contain toxinc produced by 
"staph" bacteria. Several pcopk 
who ate the tainted meat 
cxpericni:cd vomiting and nausea. 
cause o( _cancer, an opinion held 
by other scientists for some time 
now. 
Sodium sulphite is dangerous 
not only be'cause of its 
carcinogenic qualities, but also 
because of the baneful fraud it 
WHY BE ALONE? 
you are amongst friends at: 
THE ST A TE DINER 
· 428 West State Street 
good food - generous portions 
Open 24 Hours A_ Day 
perpetrates. Although colorless, 
this chemical causes meat to 
retain its "fresh" red color no 
matter how old or rancid the meat 
actually may be. If you have ever 
purchased meat that looked 
"delicious" but tasted bad, it was 
probably dcused in sodium 
sulphite. 
Dichloro-Dipphenyl-TrichJoro-· 
Ethane (DDT) 
Pesticides, as the name implies, 
arc used to control insects. Some 
insects destroy crops, and when 
seen in perspective of a 
nation-wide problem, the 
economic implications arc 
obvious. DDT is the pesticide 
most commonly used. Scientists 
have found this chemical to be a 
probable cause of cancer and have 
also linked its use to liver disease. 
It is virtually impossible to find 
areas of land that are unpolluted 
with DDT since 1t is easily carried 
long distances through the soil by 
the rain and underground streams. 
It is also blown by the wind for 
many mile~ from the place where 
1t was originally sprayed. 
Therefore, you may find farmer~ 
who do not ust: DDT. hut it 
would he difficult to find land 
that 1s complctcly free of this 
d1 c m i,: a I. S 111 c e D D T is fat 
soluble. it i~ usually stori.:d in the 
fatly IISSUCS of the hody. Whcn 
eating meat. you arc takmg into 
your own body the 
concentrations of DDT that have 
a1.:cumulatcd in thc animal for the 
fifteen months or so he was being 
raised. Because of thi~ 
accumulative effect, it b 
estimated that meat contaim 
thirteen times as much DDT a~ 
opposed to vegeta hies. fruits, and 
grains. 
The fatty storage depots act a~ 
biological magnifiers, so that an 
intake of as little as one tenth of 
one part per million in the diet 
results in storJgc of about ten to 
fi ft ci.: n pa rt s per million, an 
in crl!asc of one-hundredfold or 
more. In the diet of an average 
home, meats and any producb 
derived from animal fats contain 
the heaviest residues of 
"chlorinated hydrocarbons." Thb 
is because thl!se chemicals arc 
soluble in fat. Cooking docs not 
destroy residues._ 
It is interesting to note that the 
choice cuts of meat arc "marbled" 
with fat. (This is what provides 
that "rich" flavor) The prime: 
grade contains 63~;, more fat than 
the general grade, and that mui.:h 
more DDT . 
Conclusion 
People who have always eaten 
meat now have three alternatives. 
They can either insist that the use: 
of antibiotics, hormone~. 
prescrva lives, such as, ·sodium 
nitrite, and poisons such as arsenic 
and DDT be banned (even if the 
use of DDT was discontinued, it~ 
potent effect would remain for at 
least forty more years). In thi~ 
instance, the price of meat would 
go up. If you equate the increased 
profits form using DES and other 
growth promoting agents, this will 
becomc quite apparent. There 
would be an increase in the price 
of leather if cattle are not 
regularly dipped in arsenical 
solutions to rid them of mites and 
continued on page 19 
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FREECLASSIFIEDSFREECLASSIFIEDSFREECLASSIFIEDS 
PERSONALS 
Do ya know Shilo, do ya know. 
PREQNANT1 NEED HELP? 
Consider all the alternatives In problem 
pr911nancles. Call 273-5543 anytime. 
1964 Comet vs. 1971 Toyota 3 dead 
batterleS-0, 1 blowout-o 
Good luck, Sweetie 
FREE PUSSY. Soft, warrn and 
responsive to touch. One a-week-old 
grey and white kitten. lt'.s really 
beautiful! Call Russ, evenings: 
272•5835. 
Dear Russ, 
Pur-r•r·r! 
Signed, Cattlcookenhelmle 
Dear crew team, 
Good luck to you guys on Saturday 
in Connecticut against ·coast Guard, 
Wesleyan and LaSalle! Have a good 
trip, come back with their shirts! 
Love, Donna 
Happy birthday, Wen. May your 21st 
year be the best so far, Just that the 
future birthdays will all outshine It. 
Happy days, good times, fulfilled 
dreams, and love. 
All my best hopes, R. 
Get Involved-Delta Phi Zeta has and 
so can you. Help with the Big Sister 
Program. 
Wendy, 
Happy Birthday and welcome to 
Ithaca again. 
Phyllis 
L., 
G ol ng Into the tuxedo renting, 
cleaning, dying business? 
Help support Delta Phi Zeta with the 
Big Sister program. 
Wall Cruisers-Root Beer Boozers. To 
the Park Ave. Crowd, 
Thanks for a great weekend. It was 
my pleasure please. 
Thank you, thank you. 
It wasn't too long ago when you were a 
freshman and needed a Big Sister. Now 
It's your turn to become one. Help 
support the Big Sister program. 
Diseased Possessed, 
Serve up a winning 
season-convenient! 
Love lo backrubs, The New Diseases 
jL.C., 
Gonna miss ya baby. Be good, 
don't forget us. 
J.G. 
Last year the typical American family 
consumed 76 gallons of Ice cream and 
spent $500 to kill Vietnamese. If 
you 're Interested In changing their 
spending habits, come to a meeting 
Friday, April 14, at 3:30 p.m. In 
F-205. 
Rick Orplk, 
Here's that classified you ordered. 
Fondly, Zebra 
Gregy•poo, 
Just call us and we'll whistle 
back-spe.aklng of backs, how about a 
rub? 
Your Arlington Honeys 
New Morning coming soon! 
Every day two Americans and 4000 
Vietnamese are killed or wounded In 
our war. Corne. to a meeting Friday, 
April 14, at 3:30 In F·205. 
Weasel, 
Let's make a deal-EVERYBODY 
knows!! 
Signed, Best View On Campus 
Thank God Roadhouse Is back. 
Omphlaoskepsls 
Here comes the sun - It's a new 
morning. 
J.A.M., 
Do It again-light my fire! 
Bromley Babies 
Like Lazarus, the anti-war movement 
has risen from the dead. Come to a 
meeting Friday, April 14, at 3:30 p.m. 
in F,205. 
NEW MORNING WITH YOU. 
•••••••• * AUBLE'S BAR it 
* and GRILL ,,t( 
•. C0'.\11-: 0:"; DO\\":"; TO ,i( 
* · A VB LE'S ,,t( 
*WE HAVE THE BEST ,i( 
·JUKEBOX IN TOWS 
* 508 W. STATE ST. -t{ 
--... .,,,..,.,,.. .,,. .... 
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Dur Ken, 
The ernotlonal expression 
"dynamite" Is eaulvalerlt to the effect 
ot the quantity of air Der cubic Inch 
that passes on the prescribed point per 
second at 25 degrees centigrade. 
Jerry 
Big Cat, 
Got any decent tricks? I do-at 
your convenience ••. 
Your Genie 
New Morning, Sunrise, and Good 
Times 
Where In Hell week have you been Stu 
Zl The classlfleds have been nothing 
but drab, lifeless catch phrases since 
you've been pledging. Glad to see 
you're back where you 
belong-spewing Idiocies when you 
should be writing news. 
Love, Stu L.. 
Dear Stu Ego, 
Since when have you taken to 
writing classifieds to yourself? I'm no 
good anymore, huh? 
Hurtfully, T.H.E. Cath 
Animal, 
Anymore? You overrate your past 
performances. Now, Sylvia has 
potential •.. 
Horny Honey 
Dear Horny, 
What good will that do you? All 
you've got is lmpotential! 
Love, the Insipid lnsultress 
Dear Kitty-cat, 
I may be ugly and stupid, but l'rn 
worth at least six column inches. 
Dear Unmentionable, 
NO COMMENT! 
Love, Pur·r·r·r 
Announcing a Great New Contest! 
To the first ten girls who ask me to 
Sorority weekend: Yes, Yes, Yes, Yes, 
Yes, Yes, Ves, Yes, Yes, Yes!! 
Frisbee Kid 
JT, 
Congrats on your birthday gilt. 
szs 
Boob, 
You really spent money to speak to 
me? 
Stu Jew 
My God, Fredi 
You mean you 're not a virgin? It 
wasn't a GIRL, was it? 
IC Artti-Sex League 
Rose Bud, 
Sholty in the 9th, with the 2-4 
exacta. 
Sulky Stu 
Bob Gordon, 
Stop ripping off the Snack Bar. 
Jim's getting suspicious. 
Your pal, Stu 
A NEW MORNING 
Happy Birthday Sweet-Nips 
From the Toads 
Stereo Repairs done cheaply. Also any 
other electrical appliance such as toas-
ters, hi-intensity lamps, clocks etc 
Call Joel at x3564 or 272-4811. 
A NEW MORNING 
No. 43-Shlnola mitt shitters are hot -
look out! 
Cynthia, 
~. whatever could be written in 
a classified I can tell you right now. 
(So lwill!) 
Love, John 
FOR SALE 
Why spend money on skiis that aren't 
any good? Buy my Head 360's with 
Lock Nevada bindings with Grand Prix 
heal. Asking $70. Call x3716 and ask 
tor Larry. Two seasons old. 
Lavender, tailored, midi-suede coat. 
New and in excellent condition. 
Reasonably priced. Call Jane at x3730. 
Panasonic AM·FM solid state portable 
stereo, radlo•phone. seven months old, 
like new. $70 or best offer. Call Lisa, 
at x3573 or 272-4817. 
ltallen Ollvettl•Underwood lettera 32 
t ype-lter with carrying case, dust 
cover and supply of Ko-Rec-Type. 
Good condition. Best offer taken. Call 
Urlel at x3723 or 273-9736. I ~ave a 
message If not In. 
Seal skin coat. Excellent condition, 
$30. Call Sandy x3569. 
One pair of new ice skates with guards. 
Size 7Vz. Only $25. (Paid $35) Call 
Linda 272-5561 between 5 and 7 pm. 
Yamaha Classical &·string guitar. 
Excellent condition. Asking $65, 
·Includes case. Call Debby x3569 or 
272-4815. 
Sealy Posturepedic double beil. Used 
for 8 months. Best offer over $80. Call 
257-0879. 
1966 Pontiac Tempest, two-door 
hardtop, Custom 6. Automatic, power 
steering, radio. New snow tires, extra 
wheels. Very good condition. Must 
sell-car working-owner not! $695. 
Call 272·8 109. 
Jethro Tull Ticket for sale. Call Susan 
x3533. Prices will be discussed.over the 
phone. Call me now-hurry!! · 
40 watt Fisher amp. $60. Call Marsha 
at 277-0958. 
Wooden-handled tennis racket and 
press. S 5. Call Joel at x3564 or 
272·4811. 
Electric bass - Gibson "Kalamazoo" in 
good condition, · with case and strap, 
Call Dave, 272•2480. 
1965 Plymouth Fury. V·8 power 
steering and radio. Eiccellent running 
condition. Call Mike Kelly at 
347.4554, 
Scotch 150 1 mll, polyester tapes. 
Blank and pre-recorded. $2.50 each. 
A Eureka 2-man mountain tent. 
Mosquito netting and sewn-in floor. 
$14. Call Reid at 277·3437. 
Standel Super artist bass amp, two 15" 
speakers, $225; Fender Twin Amp, 
$250; Vox Phantom Bass, $70; 
Kustom 100 watt amp with Reverb 
2-channel, $75; Wurlitzer Electric 
Piano- needs some reeds, $65. Call 
Jerry, 277-0540 
Selling one Jethro Tull ticket for 
Saturday night. Interested? Call BIii at 
x3591 or 272·4824. If not in please 
leave message, 
Any gold single. Brand new from the 
companies. Beatles, Stones, Beach 
Boys, Simon and Garfunkel, 
Temptations, Elvis Presley, and 2000 
more. Normally sell for $1. now any 
gold single, 68 cents. Call Ed and Bob 
x3588. 
Gibson ES·335TD, Hollow body, 
electric guitar. Sunburst color, has two 
humbugging pickups, adjustable bridge 
and new strings. Comes with hard shell 
case. Asking reasonable price. Call Rich 
at x3775 or 273-9720. 
Kustom, Red, 200 Watt PA amplifier. 
Has four channelS with separate 
volume, treble, bass and reverb 
controls. Comes with cover, stand and 
reverb toot switch. Could possibly sell 
with one, maybe two columns. Call 
Rich at x3775 or 273-9720. 
When your roommate takes his stereo 
back home with him, will you be faced 
with "monophonic misery" at your 
humble abode? We cure this by 
ottering super-low prices on fine 
quality stereo equipment by Fisher, 
Sony, Dual, Garrard, A.R. and many 
others. See Mike or Keith 1n room 111, 
Lyon Hall or call at x3C01 or 
272-4828. P.S.•you don't have to pay 1 
cent of Uncle Sam's miserable tax! 
Elgin stopwatch. Includes case. $50 
new, two years old. $15 or barter. Call 
Joel at x3564 or 272-4811. 
Coated Prinz polarizing filter. 52 
m/m(s). Brand new. Cost me $13.SO, 
will cost you $9. Call Ann x35.35 or 
273•9755. • 
WANTED TO BUY 
Wanted - land, Any acreage. Price 
negotiable. Any location within so 
miles of Ithaca. Call Tim. 277·0540. 
Discover the World on Your 
SEMESTER AT SEA 
Salls each September & February 
Combine accredited study with 
educational stops in Africa, Aus-
tralasia and the Orient. Over 5000 
students from 450 campus~s have 
already experienced this interna-
tional program. A wide range of 
financial aid is available. Write 
now for free catalog: 
WCA, Chapman College, Box .CC12, Orange, Cal. 92666 
APTS. FOR RENT 
, wo bedroom, furnished apt. on South 
Hill. Available next tali. Suitable for 
two or three. Call 272-3381 after 6:00 
or 272•9118 anytime. 
Summer sublet. Have your own room. 
$55 a month. Call Betty x3700. 
Studio .apartment. Ideal for single 
student. Quiet, downtown location. 
$90, utilities included except 
electricity. 272-fi283. Call Doug. 
Summer sublet. One bedroom 
apartment. East State near Cornell and 
city bus. June-August 1972. 
Rent-negotiable and cheap. Call 
273•1576. 
June to September sublet. Five room, 
two bedroom furnished air-conditioned 
apartment downtown. Ott street 
parking. Reasonable. Call John 
273-5561. 
Apartment lo sublet for summer 
months of Junf'. July and August. $63 
a month. Call Barb x3505. 
ROOM MA TES WANTED 
Male roommate wanted for summer. 
Come check It out. Call Donna or 
Linda 273·7578. 
Congenial male or couple to share large 
apartment for summer and/or 1973·74 
school year. Privacy and many extras. 
Call Donna or Linda 273·7578. 
Hampton Bays-female roommate 
wanted lor summer house. Jobs 
available near by. Call Betty x3700. 
Person wanted for apartment 
downtown. $50/month plus utilities. 
Your own room. Call x3681 ask for 
Steve, Peter, or Nip. 
Ken Kunken, of Cornell University, Is 
seeking a roommate-attendant tor the 
academic year 1972-73. Ken was the 
Cornell football player paralyzed from 
the neck down In a football game 
accident October 1970. He wlll be a 
senior In lndustrlaLEnalneering.._but 
will need help in order to return to 
Cornell. All those interested In working 
with Ken for the next school year, 
please contact him at 137 Sage Hall on 
the Cornell campus or call 256-1885. 
RJDE OFFERED 
Ride Offered to NYC and back, April 
21. Call Judy x3738. 
LOST AND FOUND 
LOST: wallet, somewhere on campus. 
If found return to Paul Vernon or call 
x37g4 or 273-9799. Big reward. 
LOST: Blue-beaded change purse w/a 
green marble In It. Call Ava, x3532. 
LOST: Blacl: loose-leaf notebook with 
red assignment notebook inside; green 
spiral notebook; paperback 
"Stop-Time" (Conroy); Finite math 
book (Schaums outline series) • If 
found return to Dave Rives I 002 W. 
Tower or call x3 707. 
LOST: Brown wallet. Has ID, license. 
Lost 1n vicinity of Friends Hall. Call 
Paul x3678. 
FOUND: white dog. part-Husky 1n 
East Tower on Sunday. Owner please 
call ic3678. 
KARATE EX/8/1/0N 
-tl 
SUN.. APRIL /6. 1:00 l'.M .. /JEN l/GJIT GYM 
NO ADMISSION CHARGE 
-+ HEADMASTER DUK SUN SUN 
9th DEGREE BLACK BELT IN 
TAEKWONDOSTYLEKARATE 
_. BLACK BELTS FROM N.Y.C. 
~ ITHACA COLLEGE and CORNELL KARATE CLUBS 
~ EVERYBODY WELCOME 
• Appliance Repairs Jf. -ti 
-tl it 
If-
* 
Steam Irons. /lair /)ryas. Clock,. 
* * If- /,amps. ,\'harer.,·. /Jot /'late.,. F'/ { 
* 
* 
... 
* 
-I< 
SORR }''. i\'O l:'l.l:'Ct!UJ\'/C.\ 
• * Eledric Repair Shop, Inc. 
• * .. 303 West U11co/11 St reel 
* 
* ... 
* 
Off' Rt. 13 <II /)ey Street l.i,:.ht 
,..* 
* 
* -tl l'I/Ol\'J:' ] 73- JI 8./ 
HULL HEATING 
& 
PLUMBING INC. 
For Courteou~ and 
"Dependable Service 
· Kitchen Aid · 
NEED A 
PLUMBER? 
DIAL AR 3.3393 
DONOHUE 
HALVERSON 
80-t WEST SE:'\r.C.\ STRl·.l:T 
27:! · '.l:>:10 ITII.\C.\, :";.Y. 
7fr7 Willow Ave. 
Tl/URS: ,I lJ(,"lJST · 'o/.lJO/ /0¢ hccr.1 
FRI: <iARR·l. >"NJJ. /0¢ /Jeers rill /Oflm 
SAT: 50¢ Adminw11/ Dri11k.:S/Jt'ciuls 
- I 
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THE FACTS ABOUT V:.l).-· 
Gonorrhea is the leading 
reported communicable disease in 
the l 'nitcd States, and syphilis is 
the third. As we all know, syphilis 
and gonorrhea arc those two 
principal venereal diseases, 
i:ontracted during sexual 
intercourse. Seventy five percent 
of all venereal infection occurs m 
the I 5 to 30 year old age bracket, 
with a peak in the 20 to 24 ai;c 
group. Syphilis and l!onorrhea an: 
distinctly separate diseases, and 
each has different symptoms and 
problem~ in male and female 
persons 
Gonorrhea 
The mo~t serious category of 
\'cnercal disease among women is 
gonorrhea. Gonorrhea infects over 
5000 pcl>plc a <lay in the United 
Stales. It is most mcnai:mg to 
women hel·ausc the symptoms 
thal arc obvious in men arc often 
impo~siblc 10 detect in women. 
There may he a burning sensation 
in a woman\ genital an:a and 
there may be ~onll' vaginal 
<l ist:l1argc, but often these 
~ymptom~ arc minor or arc nol 
manifest al all. This is why many 
women remain unaware that they 
arc infected. Untreated, the 
infcc1ion can sprcau throughout 
l he reproductive tract and 
eventually it may cause slcrilily. 
A woman who has no symptoms 
may turthcr spread thc disease 
without realizing 1t. In examining 
for goqorrhca in women. vaginijl 
and rectal cultures should be 
taken and smears made. With 
males, a culture and smear from 
the u·rcthrJ and sometimes a rectal 
culture. arc thl' usual procedures. 
In men. lhe first symptoms of 
gonorrhea appear after two to 
eight days of incubation anu 
consist ot a d1schargl' ol pu~s from 
the penis and painiul inflamation 
in the urinary canal. Diagnosis of 
gonorrhea is I hen relatively 
simple. II i~ lhe treatment of the 
disease, in holh women and men, 
that there may he some difficulty. 
Penicillin is the hesl drug lo 
use in the treatment of both 
syphilb and gonorrhea in women 
and men. bu I ol her ant ihiot ii.:~ 
such a~ I he ll'I racydinl'S arc also 
u~l'll. Gonorrhea ,~ bl·i:oming 
increasingly re~1~1anl lo lhl' 
an11h1ol1c~ lh,1t ;ire u~c<l lo lrl';ll 
11. .ill hough ~l 111 l"aSJI} c·ura hll:. 
by Betsy Mclane test sainpie are prepared. One 
Everywhere there are reports: slide remains here and is analyzed 
of a venereal disease epidemic. by a licensed technician. one is 
rhe World Health Organization sent to the county laboratory, and 
states thal syphilis and gonorrhea one is sent to the state. In this 
have been steadily on the rise for way the chance for mistake in 
the pa,;t three years. Harde,;t hit diagnosis is greatly reduced. Any 
with the increasing number of VD testing that the college does not 
cases arc Britain, Canada and the pay for will be absorbed by the 
United States. Increased.government. 
mtcrnalional travel. cs~~cially ?Y Gonorrhea and syphilis are 
young p~oplc, fa~dit~tes its reportable diseases; that is, they 
,;prcad, while the war in Viet Nam are on the list of communicable 
brings the germ into the U.S. diseases that are reported to the 
There arc over two and a half State Board of Health. There are 
million victims o! v~ncrcal disease many other diseases that are listed 
each year; four v1ct1ms m the U.S. as reportable, such as measles, but 
every minute. the state is mainly concerned with 
Back Home venereal infection. These reports 
At Ithaca College, the· Health arc entirely confidential, as arc: 
Center treats approximately two the c.:ollege health records. Cases 
people for venereal disease each arc I urned over to the state, 
week. According to Dr. primarily so that the contacts of 
Hammond, Director of the Health infected people can be traced and 
Center. this is an increase from tested, although whether the 
thrcl' years ago when there were government actually carries this 
almost no case~. This number is out is open to question. The 
n ow h c re n car c Pi demi c report,; arc also used to compile 
proportions, and seems to be in the statistics on VD, although 
line with the rate at other many cases still go unreported . 
.:alleges. At the recent National The Solution · 
Convention of American College The federal government spends 
Health. which was attended hy lcs.,; than SG,300,000 a year on 
Dr. Hill of the Health Center, few case a.nd contact finding of 
schoob reached the supposed rate , venereal dist.!asc. The total amount 
of h-8'A, student infection. The spent on all areas of VD research 
rate that one California group and I and control is less than S30 
mJny other schools at the million each year. Ideally there 
conference reported was less than arc three steps towards control of 
I 1/;. oft heir student hotly. venereal infection. The first of 
When a person is treated for these is case finding; the Health 
v,:ncrcal disease at tht· college Center here states that they are 
Heall h Ccntl'r. thrc!,! slide:- of each 
· doing cultur~ test~ for VD .. at the' (when · p~nicilin · is inje'cted as 
drop of a hat", but many other 'medication for gonorrhea, the 
medical agencies are lax in this. ,drug probenicid is also given 
The second step is the provision ·orally to prevent the kidneys from 
of facilities for treatment, and the removing the penicilin from .the 
third, a follow-up on the patients. body. This treatment cures the 
l n most instances these three gonorrhea, but a new infection 
things are. not happening, either can be contracted again 
for lack of concern or lack of ·immediately. The penicilin is a 
funds. There is a great need for cure, not a prevention. 
clinics for all types of medical Syphilis 
problems, but treatment cente:-s Syphilis has three stages· in 
are especially urgent in .the area of both males and females, the first 
venereal disease. of which appears ten days to three 
There is no open clinic in weeks after exposure to the 
Ithaca that can aid a person with infection. This first stage is a 
suspected venereal disease or a painless sore or chancre which 
related problem. The college appears at the spot where the 
Health Center provides the best infection entered the body. A few 
treatment available with no weeks or months later there may 
hassles, however it is often very be fever; headaches, sore throat, 
difficult to obtain treatment for rashes, or sores, after which the 
venereal disease from a private t bird stage may not show for 
physician in Ithaca. When a years, when it can infect any 
non-student needs help it may be organ in the body and eventually 
necessary to go out of town to could cause death. Syphilis is 
find it. communicable during the period 
In Buffalo there is a walk in of latency. Diagnosis of syphilis 
VD clinic located at 95 Franklin can be made for both women and 
St., in room 262. It is open from men by a blood test. Treatment of 
8:30 until twelve Monday through the disease ends infection within 
Friday and provides relatively twenty four hours, and following 
inexpensive treatment. In New treatment, a person may have an 
York City, VD Control can be immunity to syphilis for a short 
reached by calling 212-566-6029 time, perhaps a month. The U.S. 
and the Free City Clinic is at Public Health Service has found 
212-924-2527. There are different no evidence that any strain of 
types of clinics throughout the syphilis is any more resistant to 
country operated on a wide pcnicilin treatm_ent today titan it 
variety of principals but many was twenty years ago. 
more arc necessary to meet the A Few More Facts 
needs of the people. Both gonorrhea and syphilis 
can be transmitted to the unborn 
Union Expansion Plan 
Accepted By Congress 
child of an infectt>cl mother. 
Gonorrhea is transmitted to the 
eyes of the child as it passes 
.... through the birth canal during 
delivery, while syphilis is passed 
to the unborn child through the 
bloodstream. A person can be 
infected with both syphilis and 
gonorrhi.:a at the same time, :and 
tests should be given for both 
diseases when one is suspected. 
Thi.: proposed Union i.:xpansion 
program ha<; hci.:n rc~olvi.:d to the 
satisfaction of the Student 
Congress :ind administration. with 
a ri.:porl drawn up by thi.: 
Community Court. a Judicial 
hoard of appeals assigned by 
Stuucnt C'ongrc~s lo examine the 
program and to report directly lo 
l'rcsidi.:nl Phillips. The spl'<:ial 
i:0111111illee compo~ed of students 
:ind f;1cully 111adc ten 
r c i: o m 111 c n <l ;i l I o n s l h a l w c re 
unanimously approved by the 
congress and would require a 
budgi.:t of approximately 
$170,000 to implement. 
The suggestions outlined in a 
report by Francine Strauss, are 
one end. The court recommended 
that the non-Union administrative 
offices be located outside the 
Uniorr, preferably in the basement 
of the West Tower, currently the 
offices of ~.he Ithacan. 
, ..................................................•••••..•. , 
• 
Venereal disease is rapidly on 
the rise, with a 27.3% increase 
reported in syphilis cases from 
June of 1969 until June of 1970 
and a I 5 % rise in gonorrhea 
during the same ·period. There is 
no sure way to protect against 
venereal infection. If the man uses 
a prophylactic when engaging in 
sexual intercourse there is a very 
_high d1•11rce of protection. One of 
the chief reasons for the increase 
in VD rates is th.: less frequent use 
of condoms as a means of 
contraception due to the 
widespread availability ·of birth 
control pills, diaphragms, and 
intra u ti.: rinc devices. Thorough 
cleansing of the genital area, 
douching, and urination following 
intercourse arc also ways of 
guarding against venereal disease, 
although only the condom is 
reasonable effective . 
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"HAPPY'S HOUR" 
Friday and Saturday 3-Sp.m. 
Pitcher of Bud- $1.00 
All Mixed Drinks 50( 
Bloody Marys 3 - 7 p.m. Sat. 50c 
MJ:Pt SO :ELSEA.Ct 
TAVERN 
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designed to promote more The Egbert Union wasthefirst. 
efficient use of the existing space -building i.:rectcd at Ithaca College 
in the Union and Towers. The more than a decade ago and was 
Court's investigation determined originally designed for the needs 
that all college cafeterias should of 1800 students. This facility was 
remain open. The present Union found sorelv inadequate for the 
Dining area would be redesigned needs of 4000 and so designated 
lo include an unspecified by the long range planning 
multipurpose area at each end committee to be expanded, 
with dining facilities in between. hopefully within three years. 
The Lower Level of this cafeteria An Arts Center, constructed 
will house the present Union and between the Muller Faculty center 
D O r 01 6 bookstores and a and the present Union would 
dclicatessan and grocery sales provi~e space for ext~~~ive 
area. ~ xpan~1on of stud~nt activ1t~es, 
The Towers rcnnovation plans. mcludmg so~e music performing 
inc.:lude the expansion of the space, arts dlSplay area, a crafts 
consolidated snack bar and pub area, an~ a student-faculty_ lounge 
into one half the present lounge anbd stemmar space. Tthereh isthsome 
area. The Crossroads coffee house de a e, however, as ow e er or 
not the proposed Arts Center 
would be removed from the lower ld b t th d f th 1 wou es serve e nee s o e level cf tttc towers to the present , IC' -1 "f h th 1 bookstore space and would be : commum y, or I per aps a 
• 
1 m6ney could be more usefully 
enlarged to include a coffee bar at 
allocated to more classroom and 
If You Got It-Cure It . 
Untreated syphilis and 
gonorrhea can be extremely 
harmful. Besides possible sterility 
diseases such dS heart trouble, 
blindness, and arthritis can result 
from gonorrhea. An overall rate :of 
one in twenty five of those peopie 
afflicted with syphilis will become 
in some way permanently crippled 
or incapacitated. It is important 
to protect yourself from these 
complications, just as it is vital 
not to be a transmitter of VD 
Precautions can be taken that can 
curb the spread of venereal 
desease if individuals will have 
enough respect for their bodies 
and oth;er people's bodies to 
exercise some care in thinking and 
acting . 
r 
Call 100-368_-53_63-- .'l continued from page 2 
~,he Heroin· Hotline Blues Candidates Declare 
In a statement released late last 
week, the White House announced 
the creation of a "Heroin 
Hotline". The purpose of this is to 
gi11p the American public the 
opportunity to turn in 
information on anyone they know 
who might be in the business of 
selling heroin or any other such 
commodity. 
When this number was released 
to .the press late last week, 
particular emphasis was given to 
the fact that this plan would only 
be successful if the media gave full 
attention to "Hotline" and 
announced and displayed the 
phone number prominently. 
Government spokesmen involved 
described it as "potentially the 
most effective law enforcement 
measure taken in this area to 
date" and six o'clock newsmen 
~eemed to heartily agree. 
In an effort to present the facts 
to our reading public, the Ithacan 
decided that it would be valuable 
to call the special number and talk 
with the Big Brothers on the other 
end. 
We called WVBR and WICB, as 
both stations had run and stressed 
the announcement when it first 
came out, but after much paper 
shuffling, they were both unable 
to help us find the number. 
Figuring that the media folks 
down in New York City, the 
center of the Communications 
Universe would have the straight 
dope, we called W ABC-FM and 
spoke to News Central. After 
three minutes of intensive 
explanation, they finally 
remembered that they had run the 
story but couldn't tell us the 
number. WABC suggested the 
Associated Press, but they were 
equally impotent. 
"Hey Charlie, do you know 
what that dope phone number 
is"?", one cop yelled to another at 
the Ithaca City Police Station. 
We'd hoped that these fellow law 
eenforcers would know1 but-no 
good. 
by Russ Halley 
When we called the FBI in 
Albany they recorded us, 
mumbled to us to hold, kept dead 
silence for a few. m:nutes, and 
then suggested the State Police. 
The Varna State Police Station 
had at least heard of the Hotline, 
and one officer there took our 
number, promised to try to find 
out the informatin, and said he 
would call back. 
On a whim, we called 
Washington D.C. public 
information and asked an 
operator there for the phone 
number. 
- "800-368-5363" she replied 
politely. 
We inquired as to whether or 
not people called for the number 
often. and she explained that they 
did; all the time. 
We dialed the toll free number. 
and a somewhat chipper Madison 
Avenue type voice answered 
1 "Heroin Hotline". 
We explained that we were a 
student newspaper calling lo find 
out some info about just how the 
system works and how effective it 
has been. The "Man" stiffened up 
immediatly and told us that they 
gave out no information at the 
number. They were adamant 
about this one way 
~ULD DUGK 
f4.95 
•-6 every da..y / f 
Martinis and Manhattans 
so, 
in /oange only 
communication. We were told lo 
contact the White House. 
At the Mansion, they treated 
us to standard rJp about the 
horrors of heroin and how this 
program would_ allow every 
American the opportunity to turn 
in his local pusher. Our qm.'Stions 
as to the moral value of this 
convenient spy system were 
simply refused. 
Four hours after we'd started 
this telephone trek the phone rang 
startlingly. ''Hotlini:," we 
answered with a cynii.:al reflex. 
"Uh Hello, is this the Ithacan? 
This is officer Treek at the State 
Police barracks. I've searched 
everywhere but havi: been unable 
to find that number. I hope that 
you can get it tomorrow or 
something." 
We just thanked him. We really 
didn't have the heart to explain it 
to him. 
What's this anyway'! Is this 
really the most effective law 
enforcement measure possible or 
is this simply a devise dL-stined to 
divide America even further and 
turn neighbor against neighbor. 
Just think of the possibilities. 
Now, if someone gets really 
annoyed at the length of the hair 
of the boys who rent down the 
have a wide range of abilities and 
plenty of experience in campus 
affairs. As ·senior Class Officers 
these people would be able to cut 
through red tape and help seniors 
settle any problems that come 
up." 
The Senior Committee said, 
"Most students graduating Ithaca 
College can either continue their 
education in graduate schools or 
look for a job. If graduate school 
is what you want, then you 
should be abli: to seek hl'lp in 
finding the proper graduall' si.:hool 
for your individual needs and 
wants. The present program ;11 IC 
is in need of expansion. as for as 
information available to students 
is coni.:erned. The Plaeement 
ci:nter should abo he ex pandec.J 
amt more readily available to St'"-
:mor~. 
street. they can just turn them m. 
They probably deal with the stuff 
anyway. 
In order to combat this 
attempt by the U.S. Government 
to Stage "l 984" a decade before 
its due, it has been suggested that 
everyone shoul.d simply call 
800-368-5363, and turn 
themselves in. Perhaps that way 
the telephone lines will overload 
and they'll he unable to push us 
that much closer to the fully 
automated, Tele-Police stale. 
The Bull Moose Party urges 
students to "Vote for the Bull 
Moose Party and help us expose 
the process of student elections 
for what they arc: popularity 
contests. Student government at 
Ithaca College 1s nothing more 
than a concession made by the 
Administration to keep students 
passive by making them think 
they have power. We promise to 
accomplish all that has been 
accomplished by previous student 
governments: nothing! We do not 
want to prostilUl' oursl'lvcs to 
you. Wi: do not want to promi~i: 
the impossihli:. Wi: want to expose 
all the Kookla. han. and Ollies." 
The fourth Party running for 
Senior Class offices stales: "The 
Insight Party 1s not entering this 
campaign prepared with colorful 
ca111paign rhetoric Rathi:r. we arc 
entcrmg this election as a group of 
students who havl' gotlcn involved 
in IC. We havL' parl11:ipatcc.J 111 • 
activ1tie~ a~ diverse a~ the All 
Collcgl' Long Range Planning 
CommitteL' on c;overnancl" and 
C'hl·crleading. As a unll. we 
strongly fed tha I we have an 
msight into thi: way IC funl·tions. 
The campaign for lhl· above 
llll'nlioned offices ends 
Wednesday night. April I''· and 
polls will he open in thl' Union 
'Lobby and till' Towers and 
Terraces Dining Cenli:rs on 
Thursday the :!0th. The issues (as 
usuall arc diverse and confusing. 
Yd it is important that ~1udenb 
of I(' gel out on Thursday and 
exercise one of till' few 
governmental powers they 
possess, especially in lhl' facl' for 
the Congress Executive Board. 
Till' choice is yours: a coalition of 
some members of this year's 
Congre~s and somi: new face~ 
( Infinity Party) should appeal lo 
tbosl' who wish things lo remain 
a~ they arc; a collecliVl' of six 
progri:ssivcs ( Ni:w Morn mg Party) 
will whct the appetite~ of tho~l" 
who de~ire something new. 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN STUDY 
LONDON PROGRAM 
Appli&ations are being accepted for the 
IC LONDON PROGRAM for the coming year, 
fo.r either semester or both. 
-participation fulfills senior residency 
requirements 
-courses offered in humanities and 
social sciences 
-cost--just about what you 
would spend on campus, dorms, inc. 
.For Information and Applications,. see 
E J Vincent, Dir. of ForeiKn Study 
Muller #210 274-3511 . OR 
Mrs. Kathie Stevens, Education Dept. Secretary 
Muller .#218;-: ..... ·. -..... . 
FO.UNDERS DAY SALE! 
GILETTE SUPER STAINLESS 
DOUBLE EDGE BLADES 
14 OZ. LISTERINE 6.2 OZ. CLOSE-UP 
Reg. 71~ Each ,,u, ... 
3et a fl'IOOth !'w!J9ta. 
~hove every (/"-, • 
time. 
MOUTHWASH TOOTHPASTE 
Reg. 99~69t • Mouthwosh ·:~ 77!49111 
Strong enough to toothpaste in one • 
last all day long. tube. 
4 OZ. DRY BAN 
DEODORANT 
• Keeps you 1:~: l.OAgtt 
· longer .,, • 
LIMIT 2 PER CUSTOMER LIMIT 1 PER CUSTOMr LIMIT 2 PER CUSTOMER 
I'\~ 
-;(~c 
:--. -- , ··c I 
,. r ( r 
,"f...,, ~ ... 
Cc, . I 
·-'1f ' er 
, .. ':'i . f' . 1t .. • ' 
' I° 
--~ 
BOUTIQUE 
FACIAL TISSUES 
Reg. 39~ Each 
• White or 4 99 beoutiful /JM C 
d e c o r a t o r Vf/ 
color~. 
LIMIT 4 PER CUSTOMER 
• Blood, Sweat & Tears - Greatest 
Hits 
• - Nilsson Schmilsson 
• America 
• Best of Charlie Pride - Vol. II 
• Elvis Now 
BOUNTY 
JUMBO TOWELS 
3P'99t 
• Thicker for mare body 
• Absorbs like magic 
• Neil Young - Harvest 
• American Pie - Dan Mc Cleon 
• Bread - Baby, I'm-a Want You·_ 
• Bobby Sherman - Greatest Hits 
• New Paul Simon 
LIMIT 2 PER CUSTOMER 
10 ROLL PACK 
BATHROOM TISSUE 
10Pack79t 
• Soft facial quality tissue 
• 2 ply for strength 
• Packa~e of 10 rolls 
TOP TEN 
8-TRACK TAPES 
• Any of the Top . 4211 . 
Ten LP's at 
3.49 on tape. 
Value of 6.98 
SPECIALLY 
SELECTED LPs 
,,, 
. Values to 5.91 
J 
.. ~-- ;~ ... ' -,.;,. 
Trouble 
.With 
Mark Of The··DeVil 
Banned S_y Mayor Possword Cr11zzle 
FOOD 
continued from page 14 
ticks: Realistically, antibiotics 
used for the prevention and 
treatment of disease (as opposed 
to those used to promote 
growth) cannot be banned 
without considering the 
possibility of future outbreaks of 
various diseases-in epidemic 
proportions. It is obvious that 
even t~e high priced organic meat 
has antibiotics that were used to 
prevent the numerous diseases the 
animals would otherwise contract. 
If meat could not be preserved 
with antibiotics and chemicals, it 
simply could not be marketed on 
the mass level like it is- at the 
present time. 
E'xpressing strongly his 
aversion to the a.;vertising 
"gimmicks" the film's promoters 
employed, Ithaca Mayor Edward 
Conley banned any further 
performance of "Mark of the 
Devil" Tuesday afternoon. Billed 
currently at the Sttand theatre, 
the movie had advertised, in 
syndicated one-minute packages, 
C'lmmercials containing such 
catch-lines as "Guaranteed to 
upset your stomach": "The 
desecration of human mammals 
nearly 300 years ago": and "No 
one will be allowed in .the theatre 
without a 'stomach distress' bag". 
It was the latter advertising line 
that the Mayor took the strongest 
exception to. Conley did not 
necessarily question the picture's 
content and admitted that he had 
not seen it. 
Though the Mayor had been 
charged ·with outright censorship 
in the case, he defends himself 
with an explanation that the City 
Charter of I 908 expressly states 
that the Mayor "can review any 
public attraction and judge it 
.contrary to the community's 
benefit." Additionally, Conley, 
backing up his accusations, stated 
that his action was a result' of 
"personal and community 
objections." 
Ironically. the last time this 
action was taken by an Ithacan 
Mayor was back in 1928' when 
Conley's uncle banned the then 
risquc "The Outlaw" starring Jane 
Russell. 
The theatre's management, 
threatened with a license 
revocation. hurriedly shuffled 
their schedule to substitute 
Fellini's "Sat yricon" for the 
"Mark of the Devil" in filling out 
this week's bill of fare, 
The second alternative is to 
maintain the status quo and risk 
cancer, sensitivity or immunity to 
drugs that we may rely on in the 
future ( possibly to save our life.) 
One would also risk the serious 
possibility of developing new 
strains of disease immune to the 
drugs which one constantly 
ingests b}' eating meat. The 
manufacturing process of certain 
vitamins by the body would also 
be impaired. which would leave 
one prone to innumerable diseases 
caused by vitamin deficiencies. 
Congressmen Introduce 
New Voting Bill 
I. WQnder 
4. Ailment 
I 2. Vapor 
ACROSS 
I 3. Harmless 
15. Italian River 
I 7. Shocked 
DOWN 
I. Moslem t itlc 
2. Conf111.:I 
3. Slave 
4. c;rccting 
5. Firmh 
6. Compull'r 
The third alternative would be 
to abstain from meat and fish 
completely and adopt a vegetarian 
diet. This would not only be more 
nutritionally sound, but would 
also by more consistent with the 
image we have of ourst!lvcs as 
rightecius people who wuuld not 
torture .and destroy innocent. 
helpless animals; to subject them. 
to slavery and most odious 
methods of slaughter simply 
because "they taste good". 
Shelley, in his essay, Vindication 
of a Natural Diet, states, "There 
arc numerous instances of horses, 
sheep, oxen, and even wood 
pigeons having been taught to live 
upon flesh until they have loathed 
their natural ailment." Why must 
humans continue to cat this foul 
substance called meat merely 
because they have been "taught to 
live upon flesh until they have 
loathed their natural ailment .. ? 
AsscmblymJn Arthur J, 
Cooperman and Senator Jack 
Bronston have 111troduced a bill 
which would enable students to 
vote in their collt!ge communities, 
if they so desire. A group of 
~tudents from SUNY at New 
Paltz, who had indicated their 
concern to him about the present 
law also aided in the bill's 
preparation. 
The proposed bill would 
amend the law passed last year 
which prohibits students from 
gaining a residence .. while a 
student of any institution of 
learning" and which allows local 
elt!ction boards to determine 
whether the student is :i resident. 
Since then. local boards have 
. consistently denied students the 
right lo register in their college 
communities. 
In support of the bill. Mr. 
Cooperman pointed out that 
students spend over three-fourths 
of the year in their college 
election districts ... The local laws 
govern and usually restrict 
students· daily life, yet they have 
no say at the ballot box;· he said. 
He· ad<!_t!_d that the present 
FONTANA' s I COLLEGETOWN ITHACA, N. Y. 
SINCE 1923 AR 2-2080 
now featuring ... 
Mountaineering Boots 
by 
One of the great shoe looks in the new_ woFld of men's fashions! 
Comfortable beyond compare ... now in man_y colors of suede 
and antiqued leather. All full_y (eather hn_ed ~nd soft. 
padded. Elasticized top binding. Cushion insole. 
Vibram •· sole and heel. 
Men's and Wo,nen's Sizes 
· in-Mediuff:1:0'1d f ~ ·· : .· .· ·:., 
"!--:.~:.,xt~:..: ~.-·~·~~~·~:· .:;[~~-::. ~ .. ~:t:.t :~:4:·: .~:::· .. · --
- ~""I'll; ____ .,.. ___ _..... •• --·-.... ---~·· •• 
........ 
1 ...... 
provision Section 151 of the 
Election Law "is inequitablt•. and 
may also be unconstitutional." 
In adi.lition. Congressional. 
Senatorial and Assembly· 
reapportionments as well as per 
capita funding are based on the 
census for which students are 
counted as residents of their 
college community. 
The Cooperman/Bronston bill 
would eliminate the language 
·approved during the 1971 
iegislative session which has been 
universally interpreted by local 
election boards as a pro hi bi tion 
against student registration in 
college communitie~. Cooperman 
stressed that the bill would not 
mandate that students are 
residents for voting purposes 
while away at College, He 
maintains that ii should be the 
students' choice to decide 
whether they wish to vote where 
they reside al school or at their 
permanent address where they 
hvcd with their parents. 
I 8. Greek letter 
I 9. Organ 
21, .. Renowned" bandlcader 
22. Doctorate 
23. Nation's capital 
25. Criminal 
27. A way from the wind 
;28. Charged particle 
30. Tooth 
31. Fried __ 
32. S1.:cnts 
34. Draw forth 
25. Military unit 
36. Snake 
37. Suffix 
38. Remainder 
39. Sudden fear 
41. Army cop 
42. Suffix 
43. Measure 
44. Chinese leader 
46. College degree 
47. Escape 
49. Stain 
52. Word study 
55. Cuckoo 
56. Teacher 
57. Swamp 
7. Twclvl' 
8. Expcrb 
9 ... Chew the __ ·· 
I 0. Interjection· 
I I. Lessening substitution 
14. Avoid 
lo. Lout 
20. Repeat briefly 
22. Put 
23. Abusive criticism 
24. Show relation 
26. Spanish arl 1cle 
27._ Baba 
2<J. Looped ropl' 
31. DemanJ 
33. Bun __ 
34. Period of 111uc 
36. Frend1 ai:trc~s 
39. C;irl's name 
40. Taxi 
43. Polilkal unit 
45. Norwegian King 
47. Australian bird 
48. Self 
50. Smglc 
51. Metal 
53. Thrcl' fcl'I (abbr.) 
54. Time period (abbr.) 111111-------------, iJazz ~H::f tuesday at 8,30 p.m. I 
I , Vibes C:-,:. I Percussionist ,(J_·'to ne I 9:iouse I 
I 9nn I 
I Dinner's Served Nightly from 5:30 I make your _reservations now for graduation 
I. 1457 E. SHORE DRIVE 273-2240 I 1111 ---11111 
I 
I. 
,: 
NIIIWHmSFOII 
YOUR 81GULAII Tall ..• 
•·••P Your Wlnt•r Tires Mounted! 
AUO TOlt YALUI fa -VICI ON 
••coo,. A• IIIINIIII' TIHS 
81AS-ULIID-RADIAL 
', 
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Demonst·ration 
Planned 
A, the ,kqruc.:tivc war in 
lndo-C'hina c.:untinucs to csc.:alatc.:. 
ac.:tion and OJl!anilation lo end the 
war will also c.:ontinuc.:. 
POX A M E- R I C A ·N A 
Two major demonstrations arc 
planned tor thi, month. An 
l'lllL'ri,!L"llC.:y demo in Washington 
D.C. has hl'l'n organized along the 
hill'' of a passive rc.:si~tanc.:c ,11-in 
at thl' White House.:. "!"he.: People.:, 
Coalition for Pc.:al"l" and Justil-c.: 
announc.:l·d that till" ac.:tion will 
takl· plaC.:l' April I.:; thi, Saturday. 
Thl· intcnl is to ,how the Nixon 
government that there will he.: a 
rc.,pon:si.· lo the.: r1.'C.:l'nt mc.:reasc.: in 
the dl·va,tat1on of Viet Na111. 
The.: ,enind demon,tration i, 
undn lhl' leadership of the 
Student Mohihzatmn Committee. 
a group that ha, hccn organ1zmg 
annual national anti-war marc.:he, 
tor ,c.:vc.:ral year,. Thb year. a, in 
lhl· past. thl·y ,tall' that esc.:alation 
,11 lhl· air war. and the resumption 
ol lhl· l1omh1ng of North Vietnam 
by the.: lln1ted State, govern men l 
,haller, the myth that thl· "war h 
winding down". The l'mergenl·; 
anllwar dt'mon,tration, 111 Nl·w 
York JIIU Lo, Angele, will he a 
powl·rlul rl·,pon,e lo Nixon·, 
c.:,c.:alation lo thl· war 111 SoutlH·asl 
A,1;1. l'\l'Vl"r hl'lorc.: has an 
l':-.plo,ion of antiwar proll',I hy 
t hl· Amc.:ric.:an people bc.:c.:n ,o 
c·ruc·1al. The· Anll'ric.:Jn pc.:opk 
111u,1 f<Hl"C.: Nixon to ,top the 
bombing now' I he.: antiwar 
ma1ority 111 thi, ,·ountry mu,t 
demJnd I hat l'Vc.:ry U.S. ,oldll'r. 
planl·. and (}ll"C.:l' ol l"l(Ulpmc.:nl bl' 
brought home.: now! 
Wl· c.:an 1.·nd thl' war ii we.: 
rcdoubll' our d"forh to mohilizl· 
lhl' Amenc.:;in peopk. A mas~iVF 
outpouring on April 22 will mah· 
de;1r lhl' llll'"age ol the.: anliwar 
majority: ll.S. Out ol lndoc.:h111;1 
Now! 
Logi,tic,: Nl'W Yori... 
A"c.:mhle I 0.00 a.111. at Central 
l'ark Wl·,t and 72nd Strl'el. 
Marc.:h I 2:00 noon. south on 
Central l'ark Wl·,t to 7th !\venue.: 
to Hroadway lo J'Jth Strl'l'I. 
Rall} I :OU, p.111. 6th Avl'nUl' 
I A v l' n II l' of th l' A llll' ri c.: a, I 
hl'twc.:,·n J•Jth and 4:!nd Streets. 
BLOOD DRIVE 
SPONSORED BY THE 
INTERFRATERNAL 
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ITHACA. 
APRIL 18 10:00-3:45 
SONS OF ITALY HALL 
WEST STATE ST. 
FREE PARKING IN VFW ~OT 
ON GREEN ST. 
CALL RED CROSS OFFICE 
AT 273-1900 
FOR APPOINTMENT 
RH- NEE·DED 
Please Give So Others Will Live 
This spaC'e provided tl1r_m1gh rite C'Ottrtesy of TIie Co/~ege Smoker ,;·~ 
-·' ·.-:.-·· ~; - ·-·· '::· ..... : .... '.\ . .., ... ~t.;_·_·.".~.---.~-~ ~ ... \":"'l'::':..a:.~ -.:.-1~.~·~ · -,-·:-. .. 'v•;,.,.._ ...... v !~ .. : 
eo11tinued from I 
before Congress was even informed. As 
Lyndon Johnson stated in the 
"Economic Report of the President 
Transmitted to Congress" in January 
1970, "The Vietnam build-up virtually 
assured American businessmen that no 
economic reverse would occur in the 
near future." 
" ... there is no real knowledge of 
what is going on in Laos. We do not 
know the cost of the bombing. We do 
not know about the people we maintain 
there. It is a secret war." 
Senator Stuart Symington 
What is new about the way air forces 
arc deployed in this war is that they 
play a primary role while ground 
rnmbat is secondary. Because this new 
warfare allows our President to expand 
the war while bringing a majority of the 
troops home, Nixon can daim to be 
seeking peace even as he wages this 
bloody. secret war from the Air. 
Through undeniable news 
management and just this week an 
almost c.:omplctc news blackout. the 
present administration has utilized 
sc c.: recy to keep the war politically 
al·c.:eptable. The press has hc.:en 
prohibited from observing most of the 
airwar firsthand, and has hcen unahk to 
send representatives along on homhing 
raids outside of South Vietnam. 
Ur. sym·pathetic journalists arc harred 
from Thai hascs and they have also been 
prevented from free acc.:ess to Americ.:an 
Pilots there. Sui.:h censorship was never 
the prai.:tkc in Vietnam as newsmen 
always were granted free ac.:cc.:ss to hases 
and pilots, and it therefore seems that 
this is not done out of any need for 
military security. The real goal seems to 
be to keep the truth from the Amerii.:an 
public. 
The Nixon admin.istration has 
repeatedly made it clear that it has no 
intention of ending this dirty, bloody, 
automated, total and secret war. In 
February I 972, perhaps in anticipation 
of the North Vietnamese offensive. it 
was announced that the number of 
B-52's and airc.:raft carriers in Southeast 
Asia would double. Ronald Ziegler, 
White House Press secretary said last 
Saturday that American involvement in 
that area might not limit itself to air and 
ground combat. How mui.:h more can 
there he left for these men to do? This 
much madness is too much sorrow. 
l.06DDIQ wa 
Thurs. Nite 
OLD TIME FLICKS 
CHANGES 
Sat. Nite 
RUSS NYGREN 
. Sunday Movie 
''WILD ANGELS'' 
with 'Peter Fonda 
7 & 9:45 P.M. 
RESERVATIONS OR INFORMATION: 273-1.112 
..... ,.,. 
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Girls Down ~r·ockport, 12-6· MIAA Information 
The distaff swing brought solid victory. 
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0ther 
8ntrees 
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photos by Dana Gotthoffer 
by Dave Rives 
Despite poor weather 
conditi"ons, all cancelled Men's 
Intramural softball games will be 
rescheduled. 
Softball Standings 
Pro League 
Team 
Northern Division 
W-L-T 
Knickers 
D.K. 'A' 
Dukie String.,; 
AB BA's 
Diseased Posse~sed 
Pi Lam 'B' 
Fubar 
Queer Wing 
Central Division 
Gay Ninties Revis. 
Hot Flashes 
Peach Fuzz 
Talcott Tods 
2-0-0 
2-0-0 
1-1-0 
1-1-- 0 
1-1 -0 
1-1 0 
0-2-0 
0-2-0 
loser of the Doyle-Flook pair-up. 
In men's doubles action, the 
top four undefeated teams in this 
week's quartcr-fin,als play arc the 
teams of seniors John Hughes and 
Jim Mamdatovs and the teams of 
Doyle and Babineau. Bob Austin 
and Junior Gary Smith play Fook 
and O'Neil. 
Two other team~ arc still in 
competition with only one defeat. 
Karl Braun and senior Ron Keefe 
automati~ally advance to the 
sc:mi-final round on the loss side 
and will meet the loser of the 
Flook O'Neil vs. Austin-Smith 
match. Bill Quinn and Dan 
Kennedy will play the loser of the 
Hughe~ Mendato vs. 
Doylc-Bahmeau match. 
Over in the mixed doubles 
~c:ctwn. Rusty Flook and junior 
Scrapper,; 
Tenderloin Boys 
I O 0 
I 00 
I --0 0 
0 0 I 
0-0 I Karen Sich will hall le JUJ1t0rs Joel 
0 I 0 Dayton Jnd Mary Johnston. Jim 
Reefers 0 I 0 · Mandato and SusJn MeCue. the 
Cats 0 I 0 
(ri:plac111g P1 Lam ·A'l 
College League 
Central Division 
C'hakachas 
Hannibal's Army 
( Ot hi:r reams haVl' not 
yi:r.l 
Western Division 
DK Young Bloods 
Si:a Hunt 
Shinola 
Willy & Poor Bovs 
Phi Mu Alph;1 • 
The Amazins 
Zippii:s Monkeys 
Badminton 
I O 0 
0-1 0 
played 
I O 0 
I O 0 
I 0- 0 
0 0 0 
0-- I 0 
0 I 0 
0 I 0 
In the Men's singles div1s1on. 
after two rounds, the four 
undefeated men left arc: seniors 
John Doyle and Rusty Flook. 
graduate student Ken Bahmeau 
and junior Bob Au~tin. In the 
third round, Doyle will meet 
Flook, and Bah111eau will meet 
Austin, to a·tlvance to the 
undefeated bracket sem1-tmals. 
Three other llll'll are ~till in 
competit1011 Ill mcn·s single~ play. 
with only one defeat in tlm 
double elimination tourney. 
Freshman Mike Berkman. 
defeated hy Flook moves over 111 
the lo~s bracket~. Jnd will meet 
Tom Jone~ .. a loser to Flook in t hi: 
carlii:r rounds. Si:nior ('barley 
O'Neil, a second round loser to 
Austin, moves over to play the 
}l(NJ. ,;~·-·-:--.~·. .. 
rv·~-~- · . · 
l1ther undefeJted mixed douhh:~ 
team draw), a hyL' and 
auto111at1.:ally Jdvances into thi: 
),emi-f1nah 111 the undefeated 
!-.eetion. 
Charley O'Neil aml junwr 
Lynda Martelli!-., first round losL'r 
to Flook and S1.:h will llll'l'I John 
Hughl'S and _1u111or Manon Klapp. 
first round loser~ to Dayton and 
Johnston. Ill thl' hattll· of the 
once-defeated team),. The winner 
of th1~ match auto111at1cally ent'crs 
thl· quar!l'r finals against the loser 
of the Flook-Sich 
Dayton-Johnston matd1. 
Golf 
T o u r n a m e 11 t : PI a y I n th,. 
18-holc ,pnng golf loUrnl'Y ),!,tr!). 
,,n April 17. All IC !-.tudl'nl),, 
faculty anti st,111 ,1n· WL'lcomL' to 
play. 
11 ok-in-OnL': Till' hole-111-onL' 
tournl'Y i), ,l'! tor a WL'ek lrom thJ), 
Saturday (Sunday 11 1t ra1n,.l 
('ompl'IJ11on will run trom noun 
to 7:00 p.m. All IC ~tudenh. 
!acuity anti !-.!aft 1110.:mher, Jre 
wl'lcomc· to partu:ipate. Club), and 
balls \\o 111 hl· provided. 
Bowling Leaders 
Fn. Night Mixed Douhk, 
Silver Blue Bullets 4<) 2 I 
Bogart Bowling Leaguee 
Dudes 41 2b I 
Tues. Night Men's (.'lassie 
Ditto S<J-21 
Thurs. Night Men\ Clas!-.Jc 
Fixil Quicks 37 '! 
<foc~edon 
tfw Glat~ '!f '73 
Make your appointment now for: 
.vo~ar Y-El,RBOOK_ POITRA.ITS at; 
·UNION - ·APRIL -12~14· 
:.1-I, :a..lm.1;,~.1 ... 4.,. 
. ' 
'?: lt~Prffl!}~iJ.1.:i~~ ~Trr -~.----· 
Broadwell Calls For Colle e StantJ Vs~': Dl'u11Sf~ 
H n b B road w c 11 has been · 
coaching athletics al Ithaca 
College for. years. He's been 
sul'cessful, too: 100 wins in 
wresthng, I 00 111 golf. .and some 
fruitful years as an assistant 
football coach. 
Herb digs athletics. "I don't 
care what the new breed thinks, 
they arc a vital weapon m society. 
They unify. they teach. and they 
develop understanding betwecn 
people," he says cmphatically. 
lt"s no surprise then that 
Broad well 1s trying to pioneer a 
movement that will get every 
collcgc athletic department in the 
country to takt· a solid stand 
against the use of drugs and 
stimulants hy athletes. 
Dr. Hammond, Carlton Wood, and Herb Broadwell 
"'I'm not after a nod of the 
head either." Broadwell stated. "l 
want each school lo make a firm 
commitment to this movement 
and make it known on their 
campuses. I got the idea while 
driving home one night and 
listening to some news of athletes 
who had admitted use of certain 
drug,,; during their careers to 
enhance their performances. I feel 
that to really negate the use of 
drugs and stimulants hy athletes, 
the schools have lo come out and 
make a definite stand. and then 
punish anyone who violates the 
code. The gcnernl statements 
against drugs by athletes arc fine,· 
but something stronger is needed,. 
and I feel thi~ is it." 
sports into post-season 
competition. 
"The American College Health 
Association has endorsed this 
project, which makes it more than 
worthwhile in my opinjon," 
Hammond. remarked. "It's 
something long overdue." 
Ithaca stand. "However, there will 
be no doubt now if_ they will 
publicly announce their stand," 
he added. "l think a unified move 
in this area is needed, but the 
public must be aware of it." Broad well has the blessing of Dr. David Hammond, the Director 
of Ithaca's Health Center, and 
Athletic Director Carlton Wood, 
thc· ,mly man in NCAA history to 
dire<.:t teams in three different 
Wood believes that most 
athletic departments are in 
complete agreement with the 
The statement authored by 
Broadwell doesn't beat around the 
bush. It reads: "We support the 
Ithaca C'ollege Health Service 
policies relative to medicine and 
lacrosse 
Stops 
Athlete OJ The Week w 
RPI 
Rene Dennis, a sophomore 
from Leesburg, Va., has been 
selected as the ltha<.:a College 
"Athlete of the Weck" for the 
period of April 3-8. 
Dennis took over a~ stroke of 
the IC' Varsity crew, last 
Wednesday, and three days later 
paced the ltha<.:ans to a substantial 
six length win over Buffalo State 
and Canisius in the third annual 
Dillingham Cup R~gatta on Lake 
C'ayuga. 
Dennis, who worked with the 
J. V. 's last year, had be\!n rowing 
in the number two slot for the 
varsity until Coach Bill C'romwell 
decided to make the change last 
week. 
A Science major al Ithaca, 
Dennis is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Alfred P. Dennis, Sage Hill Farm, 
Leesburg, Va. He is a graduate of 
Eberhard High School. 
by Nancy Reeve 
After three weeks of perfecting 
skill and increasing endurance, the 
women's lacrosse team began 
their season on Tuesday, April 11, 
when they meet Brockport at 
4 :00 p.m. on Ithaca's football 
practice field. 
Returning members from last 
year's team are Pat Burgess, G; 
Kathi Whalen, CP; Cheryl 
Kranzley, W; Nancy Butler, 3rd H; 
Nancy Maloy, 3rd M, Karen 
Sparked by the play of ·two 
freshmen. attack man Don Egan 
and m Id fie I dcr Frank Wch.:h. 
ltha<.:a's varsity la<.:rossc team 
evened their rcl'ord at 1-1 with a 
IJ-9 victory over RPI on l\1onday. 
Egan poured in l1w goals and 
Weld1 ,cort·d l wo and addt·d an 
Js,ist. as Ithaca put their ICAC' 
record at 1-1. after an opening 
gamt· lo,, to I-lobar!. (;c·ncseo and 
R IT arc nl"XI on the Blue 
,d1l·d11k 
Crew EQsily Wins First Meet 
Thl· Bomher~ ro,1rl'd out lo a 
(1-I lcad 111 thc l",lrl} lllllllltl', of 
thl' 'l'l'ond pl'riml. J11n Shaw 
lead111g thl· w.iy w11h two goal,;. 
But RPI L:lllll' had, lo ,l·orl' lhrl'l' 
11ml', 111 1hrl'l' 1111null', to maJ..L· 
lht· 'l'Oll' h---L ·1 wo morl' RPI goals 
t'arl\ 111 lh.: third period lied !ht· 
~l·o;t .. hut thl·n l:gan ll>llk ovcr, 
~l'or1111! thrt·t· g,1,1b wllhin '10 
~eco1Hi~ lu g1\'t' lthal'a a ')-7 
advanlagt·. lk ,1dded one more 111 
thL' lourlh Jll'Tl<HI to put_lhl' gamt· 
on ll't' for !ht· Blul'. Shaw ended 
up with three go,1h and .Ill a~s1st. 
,, h1k Tl·d (;rt·ves. last ) t·Jr"s lop 
,l'orl'I. clupped 111 ont· goal and 
ont· a~'i~I. l("s goaltt'IHlcr. John 
Mackintosh. came up with his 
~et'OII d full' ,how111g 111 I WO ga mt·s 
and had I (l ~ave,. 
The Blue t.1k,· on RPI at home 
on Saturd:1y ;11 2:00 pm. and. 
aftt·r travt'lmg to Cortland on 
Monday. will ht• home again next 
Wcdnesdav vs. Alfred at J :JO p.111. 
The Ithaca College Crew team 
easily won their first (and last) 
home mect of the season last 
Saturday. Getting off tu a fast 
start. thc Blut• led all the way of 
the :!000 meter race. l'oming in 
six and a half lengths ahead of 
Buffalo State and twclvt• lengths 
ahcad of Canisius. 
Featu_re1 . _ 
barbecu9d spareribs 
sandwich or dinners-
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL 
* WINGS & THINGS 65C * 
Coach Bill Cromwell shuffled wind the crews were fighting. 
his varsity boat last Wednesday Ithaca was sixth in National 
and the winning lint..'-up had small collt!ge competition last year 
sophomore R\.'vc Dennis at stroke, at the Dad Vail Regatta in 
and ini.:lud\.'d sophomore Tom Philadelphia. This year the crew is 
Amhro~ • I 7). senior and captain aiming for a higher place when 
Daw C'ox (6), junior Jim Tripp they visii the Vail again on May 
( 5 ). junior Pete Ewanicki (4), 13. But first i.:omes some stiffer 
junior Ed Keagle (3), sophomore competition this Saturday, when 
Bru<.:c McLeod I 21 and sparkling the squad travels to New London, 
senior John Williams (Bow). The Connei.:ti<.:ut to take on Coast 
<.:oxs·wain is junior Chuck Guard, Wesleyan, and LaSalle. 
Greenhlott. Coast Guard wound up fourth at 
The winning time was 6:42.4, the Vail last year, beating Ithaca 
which 1s respectable considering by one length. Coach Cromwell 
how early in the year it is and plans to stick with his winning 
~speciall}_'. _ the 15 mile an hour . <;nmbi_natinn. 
'>ports. These ar~ 'in keeping ,1-1 
good medical practice and h. 
the certified approval of 1 
American College Heal 
Association. 
"Specifically, we declare 1 
we, as teachers, coaches, J 
trainers, will not suppl 
encourage, or condone the usl 
any drug by -any person exLc 
when it is prescribed for r 
treatment and improvement o: 
existing pathological state. Th11 
to be interpreted as meaning lh· 
the masking of pathology, pain. 
dysfunction by medication. i 
order for the subject to contn1u 
sports participation, will not b 
sancfioned. Under n 
circumstances will we tolerate th 
use of medication for the purp 
of stimulating performance 
preventing fatigue. 
"It is understood that the u 
of proper diet and lh 
re placement of electrolytes Jr 
desirable prctctices and not to • 
construed as attempts to produc 
other than natural abilities." 
"This i.,; a statement even 
athletic department should · 
both willing and happy 1 
to endorse." Broadwell ended. " 
they don't, the public will have 
great deal of doubt about lh 
legitimacy of athletics in our ~o 
le cs and universities." 
Women's lacrosse team 
began practice Tuesday. 
Semon, P: Nikki Rainey,, W: Sar.oh 
Montgomery, I st H: Jan,.,. 
Kirkpatri<.:k, 2nd H; Sue Nagt·111. 
P; and Mary Johnston. I' 
Additions to the learn include I 11 
Prize, W; Leigh Buck, W; Sall) 
Scatton, W; and apprentices 1'.il 
Fabo.zzi, Dec Hoffman, Stl·,1~ 
Dobson, and Nancy Reeve. ·1 It~ 
team's coach is Dr. Nancy Hid.,. 
the trainer is Peggy Mathe",. 
manager Nancy Reeve, anJ 
co-captains Sarah MontgomL'•l 
and Janice Kirkpatrick. 
This year's team has grt".11 
potential with an cxperiencl'd 
goalie and several new atta,k 
wings to strengthen the offcm~. 
Since all their games are scheduled 
at home, the team looks forward 
to spectator support to give them 
that extra boost they need 10 
make them Number One! 
Schedule: 
April 11, 4:30 Brockpo.1 
April 14,3:30 Corncll 
April 18, 4:00 Hartwkk 
April 21, 3:30 Lock HaVt'n 
April 22, I 0:30 Penn State 
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Riders· Will Gaiser Trophy Synchronized Show Starts 
Tonight 
Indian 
Symbol ls 
Racist ***·************* ****** 
0!-itstanding performance netted the riding team 
the Gaiser Challenge Trophy. 
Tonight and Saturday at 8:00 
p.m. will mark the first 
synchronized swimming show for 
Ithaca College this year. The show 
takes place at the IC' indoor pool 
in the · Hill Physical Education 
Center, and is officially called the 
Catalinas' Annual Spring Show. 
This year's theme will be 
, "Frozen Fantasy". Ead1 of the 
solos. ducts. and group members 
will depict a· different ice crcam 
, flavor, including Old Fashioned 
Licorice, Oriental Orangt·. 
· Pep perm mt Stick. and Rain how 
Sherbet. ( It's worth coming just 
to see that l. 
( L NS)- .Russell C. Means, a 
Sioux Indian and the director of 
t hc Cleveland American Indian 
Center. says the symhol used hy 
the Cleveland Indians baseball 
team 1s raei't. degrading and 
demcan1ng to the ,\mcriean 
1 nd1an. !le plans to file a 
SlJ.000.000 suit seeking damages 
and a halt to u~c of the symbol- a 
caricature ot ,111 Indian throwmg a 
hasch,111. 
..llo" long dP you t Junk I he 
'1ad1um would ,tand ... :\kan~ 
askL·ll. ··1r lhL' ream wcrL· c·alkd 
I he· Cle,l'land '\,L•groc·, with a 
c1 r1c:1r lll't· "f ,\unt Jcm1m;1 or 
L111ic- Bl.id, S,1111IH>. and t'lt'I) 
r1111t· ,1 hall 1,,1, hit ,cimt· gu) 
l\l>llld ,·u111c lllll .ind dll the'"" 
,h, ll'., .. 
The Ithaca College 
~n:ollegiate Riding Team was 
arded the Bernard W. Gaiser 
j·11cnge Trophy in recognition 
,rs outstanding performance in 
. Hunt Team Competition at 
1rrs. Connecticut on Monday. 
·11unt Team members Ann 
1~rr ha!, a sophomore physical 
uc:Jtion major, Mary Beth 
r~. a freshman who has not yet 
, 1dcd on a major, and Meg 
1 ,kr. a sophomore psychology 
.', 1or. rode tht:ir mounts 
1uirancously over a hunt course 
1 :11 fences. three leet in height. 
:ll schools and 300 nders took 
, 1 1 n the show. which was 
,·:.,on:d by the University of 
, 111·cet1c:ut and the 
, .. rcollcgiatc Horse Show 
",ctat1on. Ithaca won ten 
11.,, during the show. bringing 
·11tal winnmgs for the year to 
p,,inb. 
canter class. L.i~a Young, a Open llorsL·mansh1p uvt·r lcnccs 
fro.:shman phy~ical thcrapy maJ<H, and fourth 111 Open llor~cmanship 
_ D1rci:tmg tht· show will be 
1 t haea 's mo~t ,ucccssful coach. 
Miss Shl'lly Will1am~on. the girb' 
var~1t y coach. II\ takt·n long 
hours of pr:11:tiec· and work to 
perfect thc• ll'l·hniquc, ol 
,ynchroni1.cd swimmmg. anJ the 
show ,hould hL' quite c111t·rta111ing. 
That·, ton1ghl. Friday. JnJ 
Satunlay at X:00 p.m. 111 the Hill 
Center pool. 
\Vhent'\l'I ,Ill l11d1.111 pl,t) t'I h11, 
.I illllllt' llill ,II \l11111c·1pal Stad1t1111. 
a 111;111 drt'"t'd llJ' .1, ,111 l11d1J11 
illlllJ'S OIi( 1>( ,I ll'fll'l' 111 !ht• 
gra11<hta11d. and d.111cc·s 111 pra1;c 
ot rill' homctn1, n !t·,1111 
,1,111 Kozlowski. a freshman 
11 r I c:Jl seience ma.1or. plan:d 
·,i1al in the beginner walk. trot, 
won the third plaeL· nbhon in on tht· fiJt. Meg Sn) dcr won the 
maiden horscman!>hip ovi:r fences. fifth rlai:c ribbon 111 I hi: Open 
Ann Emmcrthal placed third in 1-lo'rsemanship on the flat. 
Sullivan, 
oro.-Lead 
Walkabout-Outdoor Sports 
' - . 
Golfers 
Sc· nior Craig Sullivan of 
chester and junior Bob Moro of 
·111ing, N. Y. have been elected 
tains of the 1972 Ithaca 
lkgc golf team. 
Sullivan has been a member of 
· team sinee his sophomore 
Jr. and is rated a leading 
d1Jatc for a starting herth this 
mg. 
\loro has been a regular ever 
c~ his freshman year, and has a 
s1ty reeord of 13 wins, seven 
·~ats. and four ties in dual and 
IJngular competition. In 
uition, he has been an 
I !, I a n d i'n g t o u r n a m e n t 
rformer for Ithaca, which has 
n four major eastern- tourneys 
the past three years. Moro will 
y in the number one position 
·~ ~pring, and is a major reason 
aca is given a strong chance of 
g1~tering its 14th straight 
nnmg season. 
Sullivan, an English major at 
aca College, is the son of Mr. 
J Mrs. Charles Sullivan, I I New 
gland Drive, Rochester. He is a 
8 graduate of Pittsford High 
hoot. 
Moro, a General Studies major 
IC. is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
omas L. Moro, 37 Ganung 
1ve, Ossining. He is a '69 
duate of Hackley Preparatory 
hool. 
Step 
Down 
Thne 1s a ~ure-firc method to 
categorize outdoorsmcn. Ask thcrn. 
"What, is the most important item on 
your trip'?" The hunter will tell you 
"my rifle": the bird watcher ... my 
binoculars": the camper. "my tent": hut 
thc hiker - ah. thL' sweet, gentli.: blissful 
hiker- will point to the ohjei:t,, on the 
ground that star( at his ankli.:~ and 
disappear into depth~ of mud and say 
"my boots". And I would be willing to 
say that the man who thinks his fci.:t 
(i.e. hoots) are the most important i~ 
the man who has spent the most time in 
the woods. He knows his toes. 
A trip can he ruined hct:ause a new 
pair of boots wasn't propi.:rly broken in 
or bccausc you brought sneakers when 
you needed crampons. There exists in 
this world today probably more 
footgear to suit the purposes of' men 
than in any other area of apparel. This is 
particularly true in hiking hoots where 
big business has diseovered untapped 
youth, namely us. In short, if you want 
to do it, there is a shoe somewhere for 
it. 
But what do you want to do'! Most 
people want something sturdy, fairly 
inexpensive to serve more or less as an 
"all-'round" boot. The best arc 
probably ankle-high work boots. You 
want good soles and leather uppers that 
will last. I have one friend who refuses 
to climb in anything else. He has even 
"THIS IS BRUINS 
COUNTRY" 
and put it all 
together at' prices 
that won't take 
you apart. 
downstairs 
Cosentinis Shoe Stoi'e. 
130-East s.t•te Str-.t ·,. 
• • I~ • t '• ;-; '~ ~ .- ., , • ,t. '• : ~ • ~ 
'' A Lot Of Sole'' 
by Al Brassloff 
done the Alps and the Teton, 111 Im 
heat-up work hoots. So, good work 
boob will get you wheri: you wan! to 
go. provided the sole is not smooth and 
the entire hoot is douhle·stitel!l'd. Some 
good rnanufacturcrs arc Herman and 
Rcdwing. Both arc ava1lahlc downtown. 
The next step up b probably the 
mo,r dangerous for thi: inexperienced. 
tru~ting outdoorsman. I call this 
category thL· .. psucdo-spcL·1alin·d 
boot~ ... ThL" .. p~ui:do hoot'" 1s a 
by-product of the outdoor sport, 
explosion and. unfortunately. fur the 
most part a poor one. Many "psucdo 
boots·· go under the tttle of .. waffle 
iron·· boots. The name is dcrivcd from 
the heavy tread on the sole. These boots 
look like the more sophisticated 
climbing hoots. But beware! They can 
fall apart at the drop of a hat. Not even 
that: if a person looks at them too long 
I he stitehing will unravel. However, 
occasionally in a crowd of psuedo 
hoots, one can find a gen umely supL•rb 
line. If you arc m doubt, look for these 
points: vihram sole (it will be stamped 
in the middle of the instcpJ; solidly 
anchored lacing hook~ or eyes ( do they 
look they will pull out of the leather if 
you pull on them too hard?): the 
stitching: the heel and the heel counter 
( heel should he stiff and very difficult 
to · bend: this is protection for your 
ankles): the union of sole and uppers 
( this sounds r,etaphysic;•I hut thi,; 
I# 
JUnetion i~ where your leaks can oc:eur. 
this area should he lort1licd like a 
fortrcs~): and f111ally. the ai:1d tt•st 1s the 
fit. Put the boob on and do ~Ollll' 
lkcp-kncc hi:nd~. walk on the ,id.:, ol 
your feet. stand on your toes and gu 
lock some furniture to make sure your 
fi.:ct arL· well prokc'lt·d Booh arc 
expensive: ) ou can affiird to take your 
t Im t·. If the salo:sman gives you a 
l11gh-prL·s,11rc pitch, k1L·k /11111' 
The la~t category "the sophi,ticatcd 
footgcar. The hoots in thi~ category arc 
till· aristoerah of 1l'ch111cal dimbmg. It 
vou an· mterc~tcd 111 ;1 boot tlus high up 
im prii:e as well a~ othcr thing.,: ~omt· 
run over S80) then you should already 
know what you need anJ want. There 
a re hoots for ted1111eal rock work, 
heavy-duty high altitude work, for snow 
and 1cc and ~o on. Don't leap up into 
this category simply because you th111k 
it is the highest quality. It is the highest 
quality. hut you may actually hi.: 
hindered hy wearing an excellent boot 
when you don't need one yet. A~ 1 said. 
one of my hes! friend~ wears nothing 
hut work hoots ( on hi~ feet. that 1~) and 
he can climb the pants. off ol me 
th_ough I have "rock boots'". 
The whole ki.:y to footgear 1s to 
enjoy your feel ~o you .:an gi.:t 
somewhere so yGu can enjoy everything 
else. As that great litterbug of outer 
space once said: "One small step for 
man_ .. " Right? 
~~ 
DAILY2TOSP.M.- NITELYITOlOP.M. ~ 
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PITCHa O'BUD - under 76c 
GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS! 
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WHILE THEY LAST 
·on. a complete stereo syst~m 
Featuring the 
top performing 
®PIONEER. 
A QUALITY SYSTEM AT AN 
· AMAZINGLY LOW PRICE. 
SYSTEM INCLUDES PIONEER 
e@SX-440 
. . 
AM-FM Stereo Receiver 
440 AM/FM RECEIVER ti 6-:~~1::s: ~Tg~ArTlfo~~,;:r,ER 1! __ : ___________ N-·-·o·-· ·-w· --·--· . ·-
& SHARb' CARTRIDGE. 
TWOKLH22ASPEAKERSYSTEMS- $299 so 
-COMPLETE AT THIS ('RICE • 
THEY WILL GO VERY QUICKLY 
A COMPLETE SYSTEM PIONEER AM-FM REC/EVER 
BSR 3/0X AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER 
SHARE CARTRIDGE/DIAMOND STYLUS KLH SPEAKER SYSTEMS 
I· 
I I ICII: 
Ithaca, New York, April 14, 1~72 
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